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We will continue to ensure we are able to measure our success and plan for our
future by showing our value to the community and complying with robust
processes.

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY
Citizens Advice Gosport helps people to resolve their problems. As part of the UK’s
largest advice provider, Citizens Advice Gosport is equipped to deal with a wide
range of issues from anyone, spanning debt or employment issues to consumer
or relationship with almost anything in between.

Our strategic aims show the activities we will undertake to turn our plan into reality.

APPROACH
Our vision is to ensure everyone in Gosport can access advice to find a way
forward in a way that works for them and that we are a positive influence on social
policy through our campaigning.
Our mission is to provide free, confidential and independent advice to help people
overcome their problems, including through referral services where appropriate.
We will give our clients and clients a voice on the issues that matter to them.
Our “customer” the client, is at the very heart of the service and we are here to
ensure the people who need help, get the right kind at the right time by a channel
they have chosen.
With Covid-19 and resulting economic pressures impacting on individuals and
families the demand for advice is increasing and our campaigning for change work
is crucial.
Funders expect clear evidence of outcomes as well as higher service delivery
standards and in many cases rapid deployment of short-term projects. Citizens
Advice Gosport wants to meet these expectations with effective free, confidential
advice alongside preventative services which are well led and well administered.

Due to the exceptional changes that have taken place in the last six months and
the speeding up of changes in how the public accesses services we assembled a
working group of trustees, the Chief Officer and a volunteer representative to do
a complete review of our operations and the advice market.
We carried out PESTLE and SWOT analyses of our operating environment and
organisation respectively; examined competition; looked at client profiles
compared to the local population; and considered how we should move forward.
We produced a summary of our initial analysis for discussion and subsequent
development by the working group (appendix 13).
We then agreed seven cogent strategic aims and allocated responsibility for
developing the underpinning SMART action plans that will achieve those aims
during the life-time of the Business Plan; a trustee has led on each subject area.
As our planning process matured, we also added an eighth strategic aim to
demonstrate our commitment to ethical business practice, i.e. environmental
sustainability.

We could not provide most of the services we do without the skilled and committed volunteer force that support us and their community. We will therefore ensure
our volunteers are well trained and development opportunities offered to them.
We have achieved the Advice Quality Standard for our core service, for our telephone service and for our casework in Debt, Benefits and Housing.
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e. To run effective, inclusive campaigns to achieve equality and fairness to
tackle discrimination, disadvantage and empower clients;

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The service provides free, independent, confidential, and impartial advice to
residents of Gosport on their rights and responsibilities. It values diversity,
promotes equality and challenges discrimination.
We give advice to anyone, regardless of age, race, sex, ethnic origin, sexual
orientation, disability or religious belief.
The service aims to provide the advice people need for the problems they face and
to improve the policies and practices which affect people’s lives. Where other
organisations are better qualified to help clients, we will signpost or refer clients.

f. Ensure robust measures and reporting processes are established in the
areas of access, advice, performance and finance.

STAND UP FOR EQUALITY STRATEGY
Citizens Advice Gosport strives to maintain clear values in everything it does.
Everything we do will be ethical and to further our aims and principles. We will
treat people in an inclusive manner and with respect, integrity, honesty, dignity
and compassion. All client information will be treated confidentially. We expect
our Board of Trustees, staff and volunteers to show competency, accountability,
responsibility, dedication, dependability and flexibility.

OUR VALUES
Our target areas are to:
We will behave in accordance with our values by being Inventive, Generous,
Responsible,

�� Challenge discrimination through advice
�� Promote Equality through advocacy
�� Value diversity through our role of employer, volunteer
agency and contractor

Straightforward, Friendly, Positive and Non-Judgemental.

OUR OPERATIONAL PRIORITIES

OUR STRATEGIC AIMS

c. To recruit, train, manage and develop a team of volunteers and paid staff
that are well qualified to provide service to our local community consistent
with Equality and Diversity policies ensuring no one is discriminated against;

1. To understand evolving local client demand.
2. To develop a funding raising strategy and secure new funding
3. To recruit, prepare and align our people resources with local client demand
and our service delivery model
4. To seek research and campaign opportunities and maximise local impact
5. To improve internal and external communications and on-line and telephone
accessibility
6. To broaden our service delivery model
7. To ensure we provide and can evidence an effective and efficient service to
clients
8. To become environmentally sustainable

d. Ensure we provide a high-quality service and standard of advice;

In meeting our strategic aims we will:

a. To support the most vulnerable within our community, particularly the
more disadvantaged and socially excluded of our residents, by introducing
new services and providing improved access to accurate advice through
innovative working practices;
b. To ensure we continue to offer a free confidential impartial independent
advice service to the local community by remaining financially stable;

Cont/….
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stakeholders, news reports using social media and local press and giving
presentations to other organisations.

Advice Services
a. Support the most vulnerable within our community, particularly the more
disadvantaged and socially excluded of our residents by providing
improved access to accurate advice thereby improving the health and
wellbeing of the community as a whole;
b. Develop accessibility to advice by providing clients with the ability to better
access our services by phone, email and online in addition to in person
services;
c. Review the practicality and need to provide advice services in locations
other than our office;
d. Support residents impacted by Covid-19 especially those facing
unemployment and debt;
e. Maintain and develop new partnerships with other organisations to provide
debt, benefit and financial capability advice to Armed Forces veterans;
f. Continue monitoring the potential impacts of EU Exit so we are able to give
appropriate advice to clients;
g. Ensure we continue to offer a free, confidential, impartial and independent
advice service to the local community by remaining financially stable and
ensuring robust measures and reporting processes are maintained and
enhanced in the areas of access, advice, data and finance;
h. Recruit, train, manage and develop paid and volunteer staff consistent with
Equality and Diversity policies ensuring no one is discriminated against;
i. To work with other organisations to provide what clients need.

(i)

Research and Campaigns

(iv)

��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

(iii) Promoting Citizens Advice Gosport and improving the Community
We will improve the community through engagement with volunteers and helping
them into employment where appropriate.
Community engagement is an important part of our service. Through this we aim
to reach as many residents of Gosport as possible. The service will continue to be
promoted throughout the year by attendance at public events, engaging with

Energy Advice Programme
Hampshire Macmillan Citizens Advice Service
Healthwatch Hampshire
Help to Claim
Money Advice Matters
MoneyWatch
Settled Status
Welfare Benefits Advocacy Service

We will continue to seek funding to offer additional services to local residents.
(v) People
Appendix 3 contains details of our paid staff and volunteers together with an
organisational chart.

(vi)

Aim to improve the policies and practices which affect peoples’ lives. We strive to
do this by running effective, inclusive campaigns in coverage of national and local
social policy work to promote equality, tackle discrimination and disadvantage.

Resources and Funding Strategy

We are grateful for the continued support of Gosport Borough Council who provide
our Core Grant and also to those who fund our specialised services (see appendix
1 for details of the services) including:

Premises, equipment, ICT

The service has been situated in Martin Snape House since 2006 and the office was
refurbished in 2018/19. The office is close to the town centre and is a bit cramped
meaning that with the restrictions necessary due to Covid-19 we are only able to
offer virtual face to face advice by appointment and accommodate some of our
paid and volunteer staff at any one time.
We will further invest in IT and communications to increase our capacity to deliver
home and remote working so we can provide service to those residents that can
be helped remotely.
Cont/…
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(iv)

Contingency Measures

We have a robust Disaster Recovery Plan in place which is contained within Appendix 7. This proved highly effective at the time of the pandemic and has been fine
tuned for the lessons learnt at that time.

Citizens Advice Gosport
Business Plan 2020-2023
Strategic Aim 1: To understand evolving local client demand
It is important to ensure that all services provided by Citizens Advice Gosport (CAG) are attuned and aligned to the needs of our customers and the requirements of
our clients. These will evolve over time and should be subject to regular review to aid the organisation in anticipating demands for new services and new ways of
accessing those services.
One way of understanding demand is to analyse publicly available demographic and economic data to obtain a picture of what services are required now. Analysing
the same data set over time will allow trends to be identified and anticipated. Additional sources of data may include Casebook records and the relative use of
different access routes to our services.
This approach will help to put some solid metrics around anecdotal data about people’s experiences of current services and future demand but it will be much more
difficult to anticipate future needs for new or novel services. However, this work will help CAG to target future funding bids and to have informed discussions with our
core funders about the levels and types of services we should continue to provide in order to stay relevant to the local community.

Objectives & Actions
Objectives

Actions

Target

Review economic and social profile of Gosport residents
1a. To obtain & use publicly
Review demand for CAG services
available demographics and
social trend data to present Review demand for services provided by other agencies
a picture of current client
Identify unmet demand
needs and demands

Responsibility

31/03/2021
31/03/2021
31/03/2021
31/03/2021

Identify typical client journeys for different demographics using different
CAG and other services

31/03/2021

Present a report to the BOT with initial findings

31/03/2021

Lead Trustee with support from
Operations Manager &
Administrator

Cont/….
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Objectives & Actions cont…

1b. To blend emergent economic and
social trends with demographic
projections to present a picture of
future client needs & demands
(including what current services will
decline, what will endure, any
currently unmet demand, as well their
preferences for how to access

1c. To compare and contrast local
demand for services with national
trends to identify a unique demand
profile for Gosport

1d. Analyse CAG workload and
appointment data to identify peaks
and troughs in demand cycles (e.g.
are some services more in demand
during particular times of the year, or
are some communication channels
used more during different parts of
the year?)

Identify declining demand for current
services whether provided by CAG or
other agencies

30/06/21

Identify continuing demand for
services whether provided by CAG or
other agencies

30/06/21
Lead Trustee with support from
Operations Manager & Administrator

Identify increased demand for CAG
services including the identification of
new or emergent services that CAG
may wish to provide (to be agnostic of
any consideration of capacity, funding
or viability)

30/06/21

Present a report to BOT

30/06/21

Review demand and performance
data from Citizens Advice and CA
National

30/06/21

Present a report to the BOT showing
how demand for CAG services
compares to other parts of the
country

30/06/21

Lead Trustee with support from
Citizens Advice Representative

Identify peak times for face to face,
telephone and on-line services

30/06/2021

Identify any seasonal variations in
demand for services (e.g. can we
predict peaks in demand, and veer &
haul resources to meet these peaks?)

30/06/2021

Identify any blockers to the use of
particular access channels to CAG
services

30/06/2021
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Requirements
Although responsibility for the delivery of these objectives lie with the Lead Trustee, support will be required from the CAG Operations Manager and Administrator to
identify and access CAG demand and performance data.
Objective 1c will require support from the Citizens Advice Representative to identify and access Citizens Advice demand and performance data.

Citizens Advice Gosport
Business Plan 2020-2023
Strategic Aim 2 - To develop a funding strategy and secure new funding
Introduction
Citizens Advice Gosport is highly dependent on government funding some received directly from local authorities and some, usually via Citizens Advice, from national
government. We also receive funding from Citizens Advice Hampshire some of which originates from local government and some form other sources. In summary,
about 91% of income comes directly or indirectly from government.
In 2019/20 our income was as follows:

£

%

Local government direct to CAG
Core grant

103,890

Money Advice Matters

31,500

Welfare Benefits Advocacy Service

10,000

Settled status (provided to GBC by national government)

10,593

155,983

63%

3,140

1%

67,511

27%

17,929

7%

4,039

2%

248,602

100%

Local government vis Citizens Advice Hampshire
Health Watch

2,000

Make Every Contact Count

1,140

National government via Citizens Advice
Energy Advice Programme

4,920

Help to Claim

42,576

MoneyWatch

20,015

Charity via Citizens Advice Hampshire
Macmillan
Other income
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Most funding is granted on an annual or short-term basis. The only significant
funding that was guaranteed for over one year was MoneyWatch which covered
the three years to 31 July 21.

�� Digital advice (manly for phone advice) - £34k must be spent by March
��
��

In practice Gosport Borough Council has agreed to continue the Core Grant and
Money Advice Matters grant each year for some time but it is subject to their
annual budget review and a vote by councillors.

We have submitted an application to the Hampshire and Isle of Wight
Community Fund for a grant provided by the European Union Social Fund of
£60k to support the training of unemployed people – this will have to be spent
within eighteen months.

Macmillan has agreed funding to Citizens Advice Hampshire on an annual basis
but has recently agreed to continue funding for calendar year 21. However, they
are trialling alternative ways of service provision in parts of the country –
including direct employment of staff.

We are proposing to take part in the government Kickstart scheme which will
fund us for employing four young people for 25 hours a week – each person for
six months during a period of 24 months.

Recently we have obtained significant new funding from local and national
government as follows:
��

2022
Welfare Benefits Advocacy Service - £20k must be spent by 31 August 21.
Money and Pensions Service - £49k to train a debt advisor and provide
debt advice

Technology – the acquisition of laptops (£12,932) and related equipment
(£3,032), which must be committed by 31 October 2020

Action

Responsibility

Date

Review and, if necessary, update the process and delegated authority for
submitting funding applications so that timely applications can be made with
the minimum necessary investment of time; obtain BOT approval if needed

Richard M

13/11/2020

Identify and prioritise what existing and new services we wish to provide that
require funding and approximate amounts required

Fundraising & Development Committee and Chief Officer

31/01/2021

Circulate above to BOT and obtain agreement to the prioritised list

Fundraising & Development Committee

31/01/21

Identify potential sources of funding

Fundraising & Development Committee and Chief Officer

31/01/2021

Fundraising & Development Committee and Chief Officer

To be confirmed;
to link with the
plan for
understanding
client demand

If necessary, update list of services that require funding based on input from
the plan in order “To understand evolving local client demand and develop
plans to meet it”
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Make contact with potential funders to develop relations and,
where appropriate, submit grant applications

Chief Officer supported by BOT Chair and Fundraising &
Development Committee

Ongoing: some will be building
existing contacts and can be
done immediately before we
have agreed all our plans

Ensure we generate the maximum that can be effectively generated
without adversely impacting client services from ‘pay per activity’
Chief Officer
grants

Immediately and ongoing

Evaluate successful and unsuccessful funding applications to learn
lessons for future applications

After decision on each grant
application

Fundraising & Development Committee and Chief Officer

Requirements
Not only do we need to demonstrate value for money, we must start immediate
financial planning to determine the funding required to continue existing
services as well as that required develop new services over the next three years.
The most immediate decisions to be taken relate to Welfare Benefits Advocacy
(where funding for this role expires on 31 August 21) and MoneyWatch (where
funding expires on 31 July 21).
In considering the services we will be offering and those which require funding,
we need to understand what residents of Gosport need – not just the
requirements of those people who have previously visited the office in person,
hence there is a checkpoint in the plan within our Strategic Aim #1 ‘to
understand evolving local client demand’ to develop plans to meet it.
It is possible that funding will become available from local and national
government, including bodies that do not normally fund us such as the NHS, in
order to provide support to people impacted by Covid-19. We need to have a
process in place that will allow us to quickly decide what funding to apply for and
to submit applications on a timely basis.
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and procedural change, and that our customers and clients must be assured of
accessible, flexible and responsive services.

Citizens Advice Gosport
Business Plan 2020-2023
Strategic Aim 3: To recruit, prepare and align our people resources
with local client demand and our service delivery model

SWOT analysis, however, showed that our current volunteer model creates risks
to reliable service provision. The recent Covid-19 initial lockdown period
highlighted a growing requirement for a workforce that is well trained and
orientated toward optimising service delivery, and which also has a resilient
change-focused, adaptive culture.

Introduction
Developing coherent selection, induction, training, ongoing development and
retention processes for paid staff, volunteers and trustees are, therefore,
fundamental to this business plan.

Gosport has high levels of poverty and deprivation, and so there is significant
customer demand for both core advice and specialist services.
We are a service-based organisation and so the preparedness and alignment of
our human resources (paid, volunteer and trustee staff) are fundamental to our
success. We require our staff to be efficient, effective and focused, and PESTLE
analysis identified that we will be challenged by the pace of statutory, regulatory

Objectives and Actions
Objective

Actions

To determine the attitudes

Review the data and information on new ways of working, flexible service delivery models,
performance management and change

and preparedness of existing

Target

paid staff, volunteers and

Produce a workplace survey based upon the above

trustees

Implement the workplace survey

To implement an evidencebased action plan for the
training, CPD, coaching and
mentoring of existing paid
staff, volunteers and trustees

31/03/2021
Chief Officer,
31/03/2021 Operations Manager
and HR Lead
31/03/2021
Trustees

Analyse the results and draw conclusions

30/04/2021

Produce a costed action plan geared toward the change (new ways of working, flexible service
delivery models and performance management)

30/06/2021

Obtain BOT approval and implement the action plan
Evaluate the action plan
Modify the action plan, as required

Chief Officer,
30/06/2021 Operations Manager
and HR Lead
31/12/2021
Trustees
31/12/2021
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Objectives and Actions continued…
Determine our human resources requirements
(numbers of personnel and knowledge, experience and
skills)
To implement a recruitment and induction
plan for new paid staff, volunteers and
trustees

To implement a plan to retain the right paid
staff, volunteers and trustees

30/06/2021
Chief Officer, Operations Manager and

Produce a costed action plan to address our human
resources requirements and which is geared toward
ensuring our workforce is orientated toward the change
(new ways of working, flexible service delivery models
and performance management)

30/06/2021

Obtain BOT approval and implement the action plan

31/12/2021

Evaluate the action plan

31/12/2021

Produce a costed action plan, as above

30/06/2021

Obtain BOT approval and implement the action plan

30/06/2021

Evaluate the action plan

31/12/2021

Modify the action plan, as required

31/12/2021

Devise systems that will continually assess our changing
business needs and ensure the alignment of the
attitudes and preparedness of our human resources

30/09/2021

To develop systems to continually assess the
attitudes, knowledge, experience and skills of Obtain BOT approval and implement the systems
paid staff, volunteers and trustees
Evaluate the systems
Modify the systems, as required

30/09/2021

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
HR Lead Trustees

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
HR Lead Trustees

31/12/2021
31/12/2021

interdependency between all aims within our business plan and, in particular,
aims #1, #3, #4, #6 and #7.

Requirements
Achieving this aim is fundamental to our vision for 2020-2023 to ensure everyone
in Gosport can access advice to find a way forward in a way that works for them.
Nonetheless, the success of this aim will only be achieved through the active
involvement and commitment of paid staff, volunteers and trustees, hence the

HR Lead Trustees

At this stage of the planning cycle, the costs associated with this strategic aim are
unknown; however, they are not expected to be exorbitant and will be met from
within our existing budget.
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Citizens Advice Gosport
Business Plan 2020-2023
Strategic Aim 4: To seek research and campaign opportunities and maximise local impact

Introduction
Having a strong research and campaigning ethos is fundamental to our mission. Not only do we provide free, confidential and independent advice to help people
overcome their immediate problems, it is also our duty to provide our clients and customers with a strong, coherent voice on the issues that matter to them.
Our PESTLE analysis, for example, identified deterioration in local people’s physical and mental health and the ongoing global health pandemic is likely to have a
disproportionate impact on already deprived local communities. Further, we are obliged to have due regard to eliminating discriminatory service provision, however
unwitting that may come about and whoever causes it, and the Citizens Advice Strategic Framework 2019-2022 places diversity, equality and inclusion at the heart of
our service provision. Accordingly:
Research
Nationally, Citizens Advice see well over two million people every year and have a closer understanding of the problems that people experience than perhaps most
other organisations. Locally, we have a unique insight into people’s lives and so we know which policies are working and how they impact. We have the opportunity to
spot emerging issues and problems at an early stage and so it is important that we dedicate time, effort and resource to support research from both ‘top down’ and
‘bottom up’ perspectives.
Campaigns
Correspondingly, Citizens Advice has unparalleled evidence from the people we help to know which issues need more than individual help and/or relatively shortterm fixes. People trust us and, by affording us privileged access into their lives, Citizens Advice are able to identify the macro problems and underlying causes that
need addressing through national and local campaigning.
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Objectives and Actions

Objectives

Actions

Target

Review existing performance data

31/03/2021

Unequivocally identify the key, immediate local issues and community risks

31/03/2021

To identify and
Determine a ‘menu of options and tactics’ to support staff and/or managerial decision making
address the
on next steps;
immediate, key local
e.g. local resolution with agencies who are causing or compounding the issues;
community issues
e.g. escalation through CitaH for research and campaigning review;
e.g. short, intelligible press releases to publicise the work and value of CAG, and to seek further
information from local communities

To improve our
current systems for
identifying and
addressing key local
community issues

31/03/2021

Examine existing processes on the collation and analysis of operational performance data and
how key issues are being identified and highlighted to managers and trustees

30/06/2021

Examine existing operational and strategic decision-making processes; i.e. local, operational
resolution and strategic escalation through CitaH

30/06/2021

Responsiblity

Operations
Manager and Lead
Trustee

Operations
Manager and Lead
Trustee

Identify good practice and areas for improvement within our existing operating processes;
e.g. how we are making use of paid staff and volunteers in this area of our business;
e.g. how we are publicising the solutions we are providing and gaining further community
insights;
e.g. do we need to realign some resource and/or human resources?

30/06/2021

Prepare a paper for consideration by the Chief Officer and BOT

30/06/2021

Cont/….
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Objectives and Actions continued….

To develop a cohesive and
streamlined business
approach within the CAG to
local and national research
and campaigning

How are we managing this now; how are we making decisions; and can we
improve how we do this within CAG?
Examples: What’s out there? What should we be doing? What’s on the
horizon? What are the opportunities? Do these opportunities correspond to
local issues or trends?

30/09/2021

How should we decide whether to get involved? Examples: Local community
benefits; demographic impacts; promotion of equality and inclusion;
funding implications; resource requirements and/or provision; do we have
the expertise?

30/09/2021

Do the opportunities fit in with our operational priorities and business plan
objectives, or will it cause unnecessary distraction or disruption?
Examples: Are other providers or partners already doing this; who are the
stakeholders; could we collaborate or take a partnership approach, or do we
wish to operate independently?

30/09/2021

What would be our communications and community engagement plans?

30/09/2021

What are the clients’ or sponsors’ expectations; what do we want to achieve;
how will we monitor, analyse and evaluate?

30/09/2021

Would this be a short-term project or would it require significant change?

30/09/2021

Prepare a paper for consideration by the Chief Officer and BOT

30/09/2021
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Requirements
The importance of research and campaigning to our local communities cannot
be underestimated, particularly as the challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic and
EU Exit pass through the lens of national political, economic and social policy
making.
Achieving this strategic aim and ensuring CAG has robust short and long-term
business processes in place to support successful research and campaigning will
require a significant amount of commitment from the lead trustee and paid
managerial staff, and time is a precious commodity.

An Integrated Communications Strategy (ICS) will be developed to provide Citizen
Advice Gosport (CAG) with guidance in achieving the corporate objectives
identified in the drafting of the 2020/ 23 Business and Development Plan (BDP).
This integrated strategy combines internal and external communication plans
and the activities necessary to achieve these goals. ICS could become the
blueprint in leading the Organization to reach, engage and communicate with
staff, volunteers and other stakeholders effectively and successfully.
Our Current External Communications Activity including Advertising and
Promotion)
Website – This is regularly updated with up to date information and
opportunities by CAG administration and Webmaster.

At this stage of the planning cycle, additional resource and overhead costs
cannot be known, and so the Board of Trustees will require regular progress
updates during the lifecycle of this strategic aim and the accompanying action
plan.

Social Media – Opportunities to promote our organisation are carried out by
posting on Facebook and Twitter with a weekly/fortnight frequency and linked
directly to our website.

Citizens Advice Gosport

Press – Local engagements are communicated and reported regularly to local
press. There was weekly listing in the district online newspaper, ‘The Globe’ but
this has now ceased publication.

Business Plan 2020-2023

Strategic Aim 5: To improve internal and external communications
and on-line and telephone accessibility
Introduction

All members of CAG, including staff and Board promote our Organisation
externally and as a result we are able to network extensively and maintain a
positive image of ourselves and service.

Objectives and Actions

Internal Communications will help to provide the culture and working
environment that leads to long-term success for the Organisation. By improving
Internal Communications, the team will have the chance to improve the quality
of work, change in behaviour, increase participation levels, increase performance
and satisfaction at work and introduce change and new ideas within the
operational level more easily. On the other hand, External Communications are
about connecting with the Organisation’s audience and stakeholders outside the
office. External Communications includes all marketing mix, helping to
communicate our brand purpose, developments, and personality to our target
audience.

Internal Communications
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1. Provide staff and volunteers with up-to-date information needed to
improve service versatility based on changing client needs;
2. Motivate staff and volunteers to work towards a performance-based
culture;
3. Create a positive atmosphere in the workplace by increasing readiness
and preparedness for upcoming changes;
4. Building or strengthening a positive image of the Organisation among
staff and volunteers through brand awareness.
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External Communications
1. To engage in Community Management (engagement and presence);
2. To improve service accessibility whether through digital or traditional channels;
3. To increase Digital Presence and Social Media Marketing;
4. To strengthen Brand Awareness and Exposure especially amongst funders and potential funders.

Internal Communications
Objectives

Provide staff and volunteers with up-to-date
information needed to improve service
versatility based on changing client needs

Motivate staff and volunteers to work
towards a performance - based culture

Create a positive atmosphere in the
workplace by increasing readiness and
preparedness for upcoming changes
Strengthening a positive image of the
Organisation among staff and volunteers
through brand awareness

Actions

Target

Review type of internal communications and establish
used and new way to communicate information
internally

31/12/2020

Carry out internal survey to establish communications
preferences

31/03/2021

Set schedule for internal communications

31/03/2021

Implement approved option(s), including
communications plan

30/04/2021

Carry out internal survey to review Key Performance
Indicators (KPI);

31/12/2020

Identify options and communicate changes

31/03/2021

Assess or adjusted model according to staff and
volunteers job satisfaction

31/12/2021

Carry out internal survey to establish job satisfaction

31/03/2021

Introducing monthly feedback processes, polls, 1-2-1
meeting or group discussion

Ongoing

Review of all internal communications activity

Ongoing

Ensure all the communications are branded and
conformed to the Organisation tone, voice and message
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Ongoing

Responsiblity

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)
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External Communications

To engage in Community Management
(engagement and presence)

To improve service accessibility whether
through digital or traditional channels

Identify local events to take part as keynote speaker

31/12/2020

Review peer-to-peer fundraising scheme

31/03/2021

Review retention and renewal of donors

31/03/2021

Review participation levels to events

31/12/2021

Review activities to build community preparedness or
empowerment to act

31/12/2021

Review of appointment booking system

31/12/2021

Identify new digital ways for the user to book
appointments through website and Facebook

31/12/2021

Validate processes and implement changes

31/12/2021

Develop audience priorities and desired outcomes.
Develop / refresh website using appropriate software
(WordPress?).

31/03/2021

Validate processes and implement changes

31/12/2020

To increase Digital Presence and Social Media
Develop Content Management System (CMS)
Marketing
Create new social media profiles

To strengthen Brand Awareness and
Exposure

31/08/2021

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)

31/12/2020

Initiate discussion on social media

Ongoing

Increase number of social media posts

Ongoing

Review of branded documents

31/12/2020

Production of templates for internal and external
communications.

31/03/2021

Production of templates for visual content

31/03/2021
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Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)
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Requirements
The success of Internal and External Communication will depend on the presence of a person (either an intern or a volunteer) designated to lead the marketing and
communication activities or on the appointment of a paid staff member to devote one day a week to implement the actions and activities defined in the integrated
communication plan.

Citizens Advice Gosport
Business Plan 2020-2023
Strategic Aim 6: To broaden our service delivery model
Introduction
Our PESTLE analysis has identified growth in demand and a changing local client demographic who are seeking more accessible, flexible and responsive services than
are available through our existing service delivery model.
The requirement for change has been accentuated by the ongoing global health pandemic and it is likely to have a disproportionate impact on already deprived local
communities. We are also obliged to have due regard to eliminating discriminatory services, however unwitting that may come about, and the Citizens Advice
Strategic Framework 2019-2022 similarly places diversity, equality and inclusion at the heart of service provision.
Despite a committed local presence and strong performance in many areas, our SWOT analysis nonetheless suggests the current volunteer model creates risks to
reliable service provision that could be off-set by modernisation as well as through new partnerships and more collaborative approaches to service delivery.

Objectives and Actions
Objectives

To scope the demand, necessity and viability
of additional outreach services within the
borough

To modernise our volunteer service delivery
model

Actions

Target

Review demand and demographic data

31/03/2021

Review service provision in existing estate (also
identifying good practice)

31/03/2021

Complete community engagement

30/06/2021

Identify options, funding and other resource
requirements, and assess costs and benefits

30/06/2021

Obtain BOT approval and implement approved option(s),
including communications plan

31/12/2021

Review existing model and performance data (also
identifying good practice)

31/03/2021

Identify options, funding and other resource
requirements, and assess costs and benefits

30/06/2021

Prepare HR and change plans (including recruitment,
training, induction and CPD)

30/06/2021

Obtain BOT approval and implement new or adjusted
model, including communications plan

31/12/2021
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Responsiblity

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)
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Objectives and Actions continued….
Objectives

To accomplish more collaborative service
delivery

Actions

Target

Review demand and performance data

31/03/2021

Review current partnerships

31/03/2021

Complete stakeholder analysis

31/03/2021

Determine collaborative opportunities

30/06/2021

Complete feasibility study

30/09/2021

Assess costs and benefits

30/09/2021

Obtain BOT approval and implement approved option(s),
including communications plan

31/12/2021

Responsiblity

Chief Officer, Operations Manager and
Lead Trustee(s)

Requirements
Achieving this aim is fundamental to our vision for 2020-2023 to ensure
everyone in Gosport can access advice to find a way forward in a way that works
for them. Nonetheless, success will only be achieved through active involvement
and commitment of paid staff, volunteers and trustees, hence the
interdependency between all strategic aims within this business plan and, in
particular, aims #1, #3, #5, #6 and #7.
At this stage of the planning cycle, additional resource and overhead costs
cannot be known.
However, to demonstrate commitment to change and service improvement, the
CAG Board of Trustees will allocate an appropriate budget once our plans are
more developed.

Citizens Advice Gosport
Business Plan 2020-2023
Strategic Aim 7: To ensure we provide and can evidence an effective
and efficient service to clients
Introduction
Most of our funding comes from taxpayers and, to a smaller extent, from other
charities. We have a moral obligation to give the public the best value we can for
their money.
More funding is being obtained that has performance criteria built into the grant
agreement or is paid based on activity (clients helped, referrals made, etc.) and,
even where there is no formal requirement, funders expect good use to be made
of their money. We should be prepared to demonstrate that we have made
effective and efficient use of all grants.
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Where funders impose no specific measurements, we will manage the service as
if we had performance requirements.
As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic we have implemented new ways of working
that, if maintained, will enable a more inclusive and flexible working environment
for people who find it difficult to attend an office. Remote or new ways of
working require adjustments to how staff are managed.
For all the above reasons we need an even more robust measurement system
that enables trustees and managers to ensure we are offering an efficient and
effective service regardless of however or wherever it is delivered.
At an appropriate time, measurements should be agreed and shared with paid
staff in a manner that ensures understanding and commitment throughout the
team; anything requiring action can be identified and acted upon in a timely
fashion by the appropriate staff member. This will also empower staff, not only

will there be clarity over what is expected, often they will be able to make
decisions rather than wait for management to identify concerns and request
action.
At no less than monthly intervals, measurements against core targets such as
EAP and Quality of Advice will be shared with the team of volunteer and paid
staff at a team meeting to ensure transparency, understanding and
commitment.
All members of the paid and volunteer staff team, will receive constructive
feedback on an individual and one to one basis at confidential review or
appraisal meetings not less than once a year. Where an urgent matter needs to
be addressed with any individual member of the team, a review meeting will be
convened where constructive feedback will be provided and any additional
training needs identified.

Objectives and Actions

Objectives

Actions

Target

Responsiblity

Chief Officer, Jason K
Review existing measurements and data sources and Identify additional or changed measurements including
those that may no longer be appropriate. (It is likely there will be a cascade or hierarchy of information with, for 31/12/2020 and Richard M
example, the Chief Officer requiring more details than the Board of Trustees).
To develop
and agree
appropriate
and robust
measureme
nts.

The need, value and benefits of using data to manage operations will be explained and any input from the staff
in a team meeting considered and acted upon as necessary. The objective should be to obtain agreement to
what is important – not to tell staff what will be done.

31/01/2021 Operations manager

Identify robust and consistent sources of data.

31/01/2021 Chief Officer

Review with Operations Manager and if necessary, make adjustments based on their input.

31/01/2021 Chief Officer

Operations manager to develop more detailed measurements if required by them or other paid staff
members.

Operations manager
31/01/2021 with support of Chief
Officer

Cont/….
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Objectives and Actions continued….
Objectives

Pilot the measurements

Actions

Target

Develop reports based on the agreed data sets and performance periods to identify any
ambiguity, anomalous data, problematic sources, etc.
Agree final performance measurements with the lead trustees ahead of presentation to
the Board of Trustees

Pilot the measurements

Develop reports based on the agreed data sets and performance periods to identify any
ambiguity, anomalous data, problematic sources, etc.
Agree final performance measurements with the lead trustees ahead of presentation to
the Board of Trustees

Obtain approval of
trustee board to
measurements

Implement, monitor and
take action

Involve paid staff in the
use of performance
information, also
empowering them to
take action where
needed

Agree the performance measurements and timing of reports with the Board of Trustees in
readiness for the 21/2022 performance year

Responsiblity

28/02/2021

Operations Manager with
review by Chief Officer

31/03/2021

Chief Officer supported by
Operations Manager with
Jason K and Richard M

28/02/2021

Operations Manager with
review by Chief Officer

31/03/2021

Chief Officer supported by
Operations Manager with
Jason K and Richard M

31/03/2021

Chief Officer supported by
Jason K and Richard M

Produce performance reports and discuss with the Chief Officer at least monthly.
At the end of the quarter draft and agree with the Chief Officer a written report to the
Board of Trustees.

30/04/2021 and
monthly
Operations manager
thereafter

Develop and agree with the CO action plans as required to address any performance
concerns; implement, monitor and manage thereafter

30/04/2021 and
monthly
Operations manager
thereafter

Review and refine performance measurements and identify any others that may be
required. Review with Jason K and Richard M any changes that impact reporting to the
Board of Trustees prior to presenting any formal proposals for change to reporting
requirements to them.

31/07/2021 and Chief Officer and
ongoing
Operations manager with
thereafter
Jason K and Richard M

If changes affect the reports to trustees obtain agreement of trustee board.

31/07/2021 and
ongoing
Chief Officer
thereafter

Manage the need, value and benefits of using performance data to support operational
service delivery; to include feedback and views from staff wherever possible

30/04/2021 and
ongoing
Operations Manager
thereafter

Review outputs from the reports with the paid staff team and discuss any actions needed
on a team or individual basis as required but at least monthly.

30/04/2021 and
ongoing
Operations Manager
thereafter
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Requirements

Citizens Advice Gosport
Business Plan 2020-2023

Measurements should be provided from the systems and records already used
in running the charity. Practically this will mean most data relating to clients,
outcomes etc. will come from Casebook and, using the same report each time
will avoid unnecessary bureaucracy. Data relating to volunteers’ numbers will
come from the system that maintains volunteer details.

Strategic Aim 8: To become environmentally sustainable
Introduction

Where manual collection of data is required may need to develop local systems.
The value of the data will need to be compared to the effort needed to produce
it. There will be clear written instructions on how any manual data is to be
recorded and presented.

“Sustainable development” meets the needs of the present without preventing
future generations from meeting their own needs. A key part of this is to ensure
that we protect the environment.

Data relating to volunteers is available from the appropriate system(s) and there
is an expectation that the Operations Manager will manage the performance
inputs, outputs and outcomes of our volunteers.

CAG has a key role to play in making Gosport a more environmentally sustainable
place for future generations and we are fully committed to reducing our
environmental impact by using this environmental strategy and action plan to
achieve our goals.

Notes

This strategy along with our action plan demonstrates how we: -

Some performance criteria may relate to grant income or costs so the
involvement of the Treasurer will be required from time to time.

● will lead by example to deliver sound environmental outcomes by managing
and mitigating, as far as possible, the impact of our activities on the environment;
● will make environmental issues central to our operational and policy
decisions so that we continue to be a responsible recipient of public funding;
● will work towards key environmental outcomes whilst providing a service that
maintains the highest standards of confidentiality through careful disposal of
sensitive information.

As CAG learns what is useful and, as new services are introduced or existing ones
changed the reports and measurements will be adapted; however, as far as
possible the headline measures should remain consistent over time.
The Board of Trustees should not require more information than is needed by
the Chief Officer who should not require more information than is required by
the Operations Manager. Therefore, there should be a “pyramid of data” with the
person responsible for a project or service requiring the most detail and, thus,
the detail will reduce navigates the organisational hierarchy.

Scope

�� This strategy addresses all the relevant aspects of the operation of
CAG.
��

It applies to all CAG employees, volunteers and premises, to services,
agency staff and contractors funded by our service.
Cont/….
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Wider links
This strategy will support the Government’s key priority areas around the
environment*. It will also support Gosport Borough Council’s targets

��

Our aim

cartridges. If specific recycling bins are used, they will be labelled
appropriately.
We will minimise as far as possible the use of paper by increasing electronic
communication.

Disposal of waste

*The key government priority areas are:
��
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sustainable development
Sustainable public purchasing
Sustainable Business and Resource Efficiency
Sustainable products and consumers
Waste and recycling
Natural environment and biodiversity
Adapting to climate change
Mitigating climate change

��

Transport
��

Further information can be found at
http://ww2.defra.gov.uk/environment/economy/

��

The overarching aim is to:

��

“Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle wherever possible in all activities so that CAG can
contribute to a local, national and global sustainable future”.

To successfully achieve the aim, the following themed objectives have been
identified.

Recycling of materials

��

We will restrict car travel to necessary trips, using whenever possible
public transport (bus, train and underground) or bicycle, and will
encourage car sharing whenever possible.
We will reduce the number of face-to-face meetings where feasible by
increasing use of telephone and video conferencing.
We will ensure that training venues and meeting locations are easily
accessible by public transport.

Use of energy

Themed objectives to achieve our aim

��

CAG encourages the reuse and repair of products, to avoid premature
disposal.
Redundant IT equipment will be donated to other users or recycled once
data has been removed in line with information assurance and
confidentiality policies.

We are committed to reducing the environmental impact of our operations,
and will seek to reduce supplies and products used.
We will ensure the maximum recycling of paper (subject to
confidentiality), cardboard, glass, plastic, tins, batteries and printer
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��
��
��

We will reduce the amount of energy used within our premises.
We will ensure that all our premises are as energy efficient as possible.
We will try to influence the managers of buildings in which we have
outreaches to make their premises and practices as sustainable as
possible.

Cont/….
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Use of water
��
��
��

��

We will reduce the amount of water used within our premises.
We will ensure that all our premises are water efficient and water is used
appropriately.
We will seek to influence the managers of buildings in which we have
outreaches to make their premises and practices as sustainable as
possible.

The Chief Officer who will delegate day to day responsibility to the CAG
Operations Manager who will be the nominated environmental lead
and report to the board of trustees.

The action plan
The themed objectives will be delivered through an annual action plan. The
Operations Manager will be responsible for overseeing the day-to-day delivery of
this action plan.

Suppliers and purchasing
��

��

We will not purchase goods or services from a supplier if supply chain
employment conditions or environmental impacts are found to be
unacceptable.
Wherever possible, products used will be zero-waste products, produced
in an environmentally sustainable manner, repairable, non-toxic and
reusable or recyclable.

Action plan outcomes
Each set of actions relating to the themed action plan will have X outcome
measures and targets to monitor progress. These will be compared to a baseline
position which is also outlined in the action plan.

Review
The strategy and action plan will be reviewed by the board of trustees in 2020 and
will then be refreshed and rolled out.

Awareness and education
��

��

We will maximise the above impacts by training staff and volunteers, as
workers who are well informed are more likely to assist in reducing the
environmental impact.
We will work with our partners and external organisations to raise
awareness even further.

Delivering the strategy
The strategy will be overseen by:
��

CAG trustee board who will provide the overall CAG strategic direction.

The strategy will be delivered by:
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Action Plan
Objective and theme – Recycling of materials
Outcome measure(s):
Volume of office waste generated, calculated by recording the number of waste bin bags removed from CAG premises.
○ Baseline to be established at end of q.3
○ Baseline target – reduction of 10% minimum
Volume of waste recycled, calculated by recording the number of recyclable bin bags removed from CAG premises and removed for recycling.
○ Baseline to be established at end of q.3
○ Baseline target – increase of 10% minimum
NB Not possible to convert wastage to tonnes as shared refuse facilities with Gosport Voluntary Action.
Principle

Action

Lead

Timescale

Red. Amber, Green

Recycle

Ensure that there is a system in place in the office and any outreach to recycle all paper,
cardboard, tins and bottles

OM

Ongoing

Green

Recycle /
Reuse

If not using a dishwasher, replace all plastic cups with good quality reusable ones and provide
other washable china and utensils in the kitchen area.

OM

Ongoing

Green

Reduce

Minimise printing of paper by using electronic documents as much as possible and using a
projector and / or laptops at meetings.

OM/
Trainer

Ongoing review

Green

Reuse

Ensure staff and volunteers return unused, or used but reusable, items to stationery storage
area.

OM/ASS/
Trainer

Ongoing review

Green

Recycle

Ensure there is a system in place to recycle toner cartridges and mobile phones.

OM/
Admin

Ongoing. Review if
Green
changing supplier
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Principle

Action

Lead

Timescale

Red. Amber,
Green

Reuse

Encourage staff and volunteers to bring lunch from home in reusable
containers or to buy from places that use green packaging.

OM/Admin/Trainer

Ongoing review

Green

Offer used equipment, furniture etc to other local offices or charitable service
Recycle

providers and, if this is not taken up, offer equipment on the Freecycle

Reuse

website. If not recycled, dispose of equipment and furniture using authorised

Ongoing review progress
CO/OM/Admin

Green

services.

Reuse

Use scrap paper to make notepads before recycling

OM/All staff

Ongoing review

Green

Reuse

Save letters, packaging and boxes and reuse where possible. Priority to be
given to GDPR requirements in all instances.

OM/All staff

Ongoing review

Green

Recycle

Place paper recycling bins close to desks or printers.

All Staff

Ongoing review

Green

Objective and theme – Transport
Outcome measure(s): ○ Petrol and diesel used by staff and volunteers – based on drivers’ expense claims and converted according to Defra guidelines.
Baseline to be established at end of year one
Timescale

Red, Amber,
Green

Reduce

Hold face to face meetings at CAG premises or local outreaches such as Discovery Centre as
they are accessible by public transport. Start meetings after peak period, to keep costs down. OM/Trainer/All staff
During COVID-19 pandemic all meetings to be held through virtual channels.

Ongoing review

Green

Reduce

Encourage staff and volunteers to use public transport by funding applicable cards e.g.
discount rail card.
All staff encouraged to car share, walk or use public transport

Ongoing and at
each induction

Amber

Principle

Action

Lead
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Principle

Action

Lead

Timescale

Red,
Amber,
Green

Reduce

Organise car sharing for meetings and commuting to and from work.

All Staff

Continuous

Green

Reduce

Pay additional mileage for extra passengers in the car.

All Staff

Ongoing

Green

Reduce

Utilise teleconferencing as an alternative to face-to-face meetings.

All staff

Ongoing

Green

Reduce

Review with staff and volunteers which meetings are essential to attend.
All meetings held by video channel during COVID-19 pandemic. In person meetings held only when
absolutely necessary.

All Staff

Constant and
ongoing
Green
review

Reduce

Consider requests for home working or working condensed hours.
All staff able to fulfil their employment obligations from home are required to work from home and avoid
travel.

CO/OM

Ongoing
review

Green

Objective and theme – Use of energy

Yearly consumption in kWh collected from fuel bills, converted according to Defra Guidelines.
○ Baseline to be established at end of year one.
○ Baseline X, target X – to be calculated

Principle

Action

Lead

Timescale

Red, Amber,
Green

Reduce

Require that staff and volunteers switch off designated lights, computers, photocopiers and
other electrical equipment at night.

CO/ASS/All staff

Daily

Green

Reduce

Purchase an energy monitor to identify the most costly use of energy.

n/a as shared energy
supplier with GVA

Reduce

Purchase a Grade A listed dishwasher to reduce of energy (and water) when washing. Ensure
dishwasher is used in a way that minimises energy use.

n/a due to space
restrictions
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Objective and theme – Use of energy - continued….
Principle

Action

Reduce

Replace old style light bulbs with low energy light bulbs and theme Completed. Lights changed
– Use of energy
to LED to minimise usage

Completed. Ongoing
replacements when Green
required

Reduce

Fit timer / sensor controls to lighting to minimise unnecessary
usage

Investigate

Reduce

Minimise the use of lighting and arrange the internal premises
layout to maximise the use of natural light

Completed

Green

Reduce

Put the monitor to sleep mode rather than use screen savers

OM/All staff

Daily and ongoing

Green

Reduce

Enable other energy-saving features on all computers and copiers

OM/All staff

In place and active

Green

Reduce

Draught-proof all external doors and windows.

OM/Facilities management
via Landlord

Ongoing. All issues
reported to Landlord
Green
and dealt with by
contractors

Reduce

Insulate pipe work and hot water tanks

n/a. Landlord’s
responsibility. No access to
CAG

Amber

Repair

Maintain the heating system annually to improve efficiency

n/a. Landlord’s
responsibility. No access to
CAG

Amber

Reduce

Replace standard fluorescent tubes with slimline tubes

Completed. Lights changed
to environmentally friendly
operation

Completed

N/A. Night storage heaters
provided by Landlord

Staff encouraged to
minimise output
during winter
months.
Green
Heaters turned off in
rooms not being
used and nonworking days

Turn down the thermostat down by 1 degree Celsius.
Reduce

Lead
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Objective and theme – Suppliers, purchasing and sub-contractors
Outcome measure(s): Overall percentage of goods purchased that meet criteria outlined in relevant actions below
○ Baseline X%, target X%
Number of products procured in partnership with other bureaux
○ Baseline X%, target X%

Principle

Action

Lead

Timescale

Red, Amber,
Green

Reduce

Join up with neighbouring local offices to look at procurement needs and purchasing goods
jointly.
Joint purchasing opportunities utilised when appropriate and/or available

OM

Ongoing review
and monitoring

Green

Reduce

Check your bank’s ethical investment policy; discuss option to change bank to ethical banks
(such as Triodos, Charity Bank, Co-operative bank) if not satisfied

N/A
CAF Bank used

Green

Reduce

Change utility suppliers to green companies that purchase energy from sustainable sources

n/a
Landlord/GVA
organise and
choose suppliers

Green

Reduce

Purchase fair-trade certified products where this option is available

OM/Admin

Reviewed at
Green
time of purchase

Reduce

Ensure that cleaning products used by cleaning contractor are eco-friendly - ask them to
change if possible or find another contractor.
When appropriate. COVID-19 requires specific cleaning materials to be used

OM/Admin

Reviewed at
time of purchase
Green
and purchased
where possible

Reduce

Ensure that any third party contractor or partner organisation involved in the delivery of any
CAG project disposes of waste using a registered waste collector and that they comply with
OM/CO
the terms of the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Regulations
https://www.hse.gov.uk/waste/waste-electrical.htm
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Reviewed and
considered at
time of entry
into third party
contractual
relationships

Green
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Objective and theme – Suppliers, purchasing and sub-contractors continued….

Principle

Action

Lead

Timescale

Red, Amber,
Green

Reduce

Choose products and equipment which are repairable and energy-efficient in production (‘A’
OM/Admin
ratin

Reviewed at
time of purchase
Green
and purchased
where possible

Reduce

Replace worn out printers with double sided printing ones.
Printers replaced regularly through SLA. Double sided printing is key element in decision
making process for replacement

Reviewed at
time of purchase
Green
and purchased
where possible

Reduce

OM/Admin

Ensure all waste electrical and/or electronic equipment is disposed of in compliance with the
relevant WEEE Regulations at the time of disposal.
OM/CO
https://www.hse.gov.uk/waste/waste-electrical.htm

Recycle

Purchase only 100% post-consumer recycled paper.
Purchased wherever possible

Reduce

Replace older desktop computers with laptops to improve efficiency for staff and energy
consumption

Recycle

Purchase stationery made of recycled materials.
Purchased wherever possible
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Reviewed at
time of disposal

Green

OM/Admin

Reviewed at
time of purchase
Green
and purchased
where possible

CO/OM

Under review. IT
refresh project
Amber
under
development

OM/Admin

Reviewed at
time of purchase
Green
and purchased
where possible
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Objective and theme – Awareness and education

Outcome measure(s):○ Percentage of staff and volunteers with a good awareness of environmental issues (using standard follow up quiz post training sessions)
○ Baseline X%, target X%

Principle

Action

Lead

Timescale

Red. Amber,
Green

Cross cutting

Run an awareness training session targeting all staff and volunteers at the launch of the
strategy and action

OM/ASS

To be implemented
when office re-opens
post COVID

Amber

Cross cutting

Make environmental strategy / action plan a standing team meeting agenda

OM/ASS

To be implemented
when office re-opens
post COVID

Amber

Cross cutting

Run bi-annual refresher training to staff and volunteers to continue raising awareness of
environmental issues and the staff contribution to delivering the strategy and action plan

OM/ASS

To be implemented
when office re-opens
post COVID

Amber

All third-party contractors or any partner organisation involved in the delivery of any CAG
project to be provided with a copy of this policy with written confirmation being provided to
Cross cutting

CAG that they will act in accordance with CAG strategic aims and values.

CO/OM

Ongoing as appropriate Green

Cross cutting

Where applicable, all third-party contractors or any partner organisation involved in the
delivery of any CAG project will be required to provide a copy of their sustainable
development policies to CAG as confirmation of their commitment to environmental
strategies

CO/OM

Ongoing as appropriate Green

Cross cutting

Promote CAG as a service with green environmental credentials using this strategy and
action plan to deliver positive environmental outcomes with staff and volunteers and other
service providers

OM/All
Staff

To be implemented by
end of q.3
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APPENDIX 1
DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT SERVICE
Due to Covid-19 we ceased operating our traditional in person service at the end
of March 2020, instituted our emergency contingency plan and helped clients via
phone, video and other digital means.
We describe here the service we operated to the end of March and how we have
been operating since then.

We provided outreach facilities at the Community Hub based within Gosport
Discovery Centre primarily to support Veterans and Emergency Service Personnel
under the LIBOR funded project - MoneyWatch.

Use by clients of digital information
We supported and continue to do so the web chat service on the Citizens Advice
national website.
In our office we provide clients with free Wi-Fi access to our public information
system together with the use of free charging ports within the office waiting area.

SERVICE TO THE END OF MARCH 2020
Drop in and Appointment Services

Specialised services

We provided a drop-in service from our office in central Gosport to clients 5 days
a week, Monday to Friday. The drop-in service was available to clients who attended
the office between 09:30 and 15:00 on a Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
A late evening drop-in service was available primarily for clients in employment or
for those with caring responsibilities on a Wednesday evening between the hours
of 17:00 and 19:00.
During and outside our drop-in hours we provided appointments for those
requiring support from our specialist projects such as the Hampshire Macmillan
Citizens Advice Service, Help to Claim, MoneyWatch, Welfare Benefits Advocacy etc.
We operated, and still do, a telephone advice line and are a member of the Citizens
Advice Single Queue Group which means when we are unable to answer calls, they
are picked up by another Citizens Advice office and in return when we have capacity,
we help by answering their calls.

We offered the following services (and continue to do so though mainly by
phone, email, video and web chat.

Money Advice Matters (MAM) Project
This project is separately funded by Gosport Borough Council and supports clients
who have debts which have the potential to affect their housing options. Clients
are directly referred by Gosport Borough Council and also through our core service.
The project is operated by full time members of our paid staff.
This project supports Gosport Borough Council in their obligations under the
Homelessness Reduction Act yet remains free, independent, confidential and
non-judgemental.
The aims of this project are to prevent homelessness through:

We also offered and continue to do so advice by means of web chat and email.
We offer clients the opportunity of contacting us outside normal working hours
through our website where they can complete a simple on-line enquiry form which
is then dealt with by one of our advisers.
Website offers information and advice 24/7. Clients who access our website can
self-help using the information available and can also self-refer to other
organisations or the Citizens Advice national website as appropriate for their needs.
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●

Delivery of money advice for people at risk of debt that can affect their
housing options

●

Establishing effective processes around referrals and information sharing to achieve successful outcomes for clients.
Cont/….
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�� Working cooperatively within the context of the current legal framework
to provide the highest quality money advice services.
��

Working in partnership to support clients to resolve their debt issues
based on their vulnerability and tailoring their options accordingly.

��

Liaising and consulting effectively with others on the delivery of services
subject to client consent.

It was offered in person five days a week or via the free national phone service
which was supported by our staff.
Promote CAG as a service with green environmental credentials using this strategy
and action plan to deliver positive environmental outcomes with staff and
volunteers and other service providers

In order to achieve this goal clients receive full debt, housing and benefit advice.
That advice also includes financial capability to avoid similar problems arising in
the future empowering clients to manage their affairs more effectively.

Hampshire Macmillan Citizens Advice Service (HMCAS)
This project is funded by Macmillan Cancer via Citizens Advice Hampshire and
provides for 3 days a week paid caseworker with admin support. This service
supports those members of the community who are affected by Cancer, whether
it is the client or their carers.
This service provides advice on a wide range of issues from debt to benefits. The
service is offered at various outreaches, by telephone, in the Citizens Advice
Gosport office and, where necessary, through home visits with the aim of
supporting clients through a life changing event and improving their health and
wellbeing.

Energy Advice Programme
This service, funded by OFGEM through National Citizens Advice, helps clients to
save money on their energy bills including assisting them to change suppliers.

Help to Claim
This service funded by Central Government through Citizens Advice is staffed by
two specialist advisors, (1.1 FTE) to support clients in the early stages of claiming
Universal Credit from the application, through to their first payment.
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through digital channels. Paid staff, save for key workers, have been working
remotely since March 2020 and will continue to do so while the threat of the
COVID-19 pandemic remains.

APPENDIX 2
ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE
Adjacent contains the key statistics for all services operated by Citizens Advice
Gosport (CAG) for the financial year 2019-20. This shows a marked difference in
results for the previous year:
New clients approaching CAG + 5.7% to 2,986
Clients needing quick advice + 30.38%
Issues, or problems, dealt with by CAG staff during the year + 30.47% to 14,390
Activities, or work carried out on behalf of new and returning clients, including
face to face interviews + 39.55 % to 11,087
New cases + 12.31% to 3,429. This figure does not include cases that were live at
the beginning of the financial year.
Financial outcomes + 121.98% from £1,612,609 to £3,579,633
The impact of COVID-19 in Q.4 of 2019.20 was beginning to show in the channels
used by clients to obtain advice. In person advice, or face to face, shows a
decrease of 6.5% whereas Email advice increased by 42.86% and Telephone
advice increased by 65%.
There has also been an increase in the number of people reporting a long-term
health condition or disability, rising from 44% to 48%.
These figures, and the ongoing impact of COVID-19, show that the residents of
Gosport need CAG to provide advice through digital channels. Substantial
investment will be made to ensure CAG reaches as many residents as possible
using digital means.
The CAG face to face drop-in service is a volunteer led service that is currently
suspended due to COVID-19. The majority of CAG volunteers are either
vulnerable or extremely vulnerable and are not able to continue with their
volunteering duties. CAG is adapting to this change by securing funding to
provide short term paid advisory roles which will all involve remote working. In
addition, changes have been made to the layout of CAG offices and, following all
Government guidance, virtual face to face appointments will be offered within
CAG premises. These appointments will be targeted specifically at those
residents who are unable, for whatever reason, to obtain the help they need
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APPENDIX 3
CURRENT STAFFING LEVELS

Core Service

Paid

Chief Officer

1

Operations manager

1

Of major concern is the need for more volunteer advisors in order to provide
adequate resources for in person, phone and digital advice.

Training officer 9 – 14:30 Monday to Friday with
half hour for lunch = 25 hours a week

Our turnover of volunteers is addressed through active recruitment and training.
We aim to have a volunteer base of 100 volunteers to cover the various roles within
the service and we have allocated 25 hours a week of paid staff time to train
existing and new volunteers.

Digital Champion

Volunt
Volunt
eer
eer
6/10/2
target
020

0.7

1

1

1

Administration

0.7

5

4

Advice Session Supervisors

1.6

0

2

One of our six priority actions is to align and prepare our people resources

to meet local client demand

Advice Session Supervisor trainees

0

Experienced advisors have been reluctant to take on the role of Advice Session
Supervisor due to the administrative requirements on them and advisors. We have
therefore had to increase our paid ASS support.

Advisors

12

Trainee advisors on the rota

0

Trainee advisors

17

Research and Campaigning

1

2

Research and Campaigning trainees

0

1

Receptionists

8

10

Receptionist trainees

0

2

IT support

2

2

The chart below shows paid staff represented as full time equivalent (FTE). The
number of paid staff meet current needs but we are hoping to introduce additional
funded services with additional paid staff.

40

Cont/….
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Restricted Fund Services

Paid Staff
Core Service

Paid

Macmillan caseworker

Volunt
Volunt
eer
eer
6/10/2
target
020

Gender
2

Full time

6

Female

10

Part time

6

TOTAL

12

TOTAL

Male

0.6

Money Advice Matters caseworker

Hours employed

1

MoneyWatch caseworker

0.5

Help to Claim caseworker

1.1

Ethnicity

Settled Status Adviser
Welfare Benefits Advocate 3 days

0.6

TOTAL

9.8

12

45

White

9

BAME

3

TOTAL

12

60

Demographics

Volunteers
Age
Under 30

11

Gender

30 to 50

12

Male

12

50 to 65

8

Female

33

Over 65

14

TOTAL

45

TOTAL

45

White - British

33

White - other

4

BAME

6
2

Disabled / Long term
health condition

2

Not disabled / LTHC

43

Undisclosed

TOTAL

45

TOTAL

Age

Gender

Over 60

3

Male

4

40 - 60

3

Fe

3

Under 40

1

TOTAL

7

TOTAL

7

Ethnicity

Ethnicity

Health

Trustees

45
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White

7

BAME

0

TOTAL

7
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Organisation structure
Paid Staff

Chief Officer (37.5hrs p/w)
Valery Kelly

Operations Manager
(37.5hrs p/w)
Thomas Wright

Help to
Claim
Money
Advisers (x2
MoneyWatch
HMCAS
Advice
at hrs p/w
Caseworker Caseworker
Matters
and hrs
(22.5 hrs p/w)
(22.5 hrs
Caseworker
p/w)
p/w)
(22.5 hrs
Yvonne
Becky
p/w)
Jane
Winstanley
Lucy Hunt
Stares and
Cresdee
Siobhan
McCarthy

Lead
Caseworker
Quality Lead
(37.5 hrs
Supervisor
p/w)
Administrator
(22.5 hrs
(25 hrs p/w)
Sue Mitson
p/w)
WBAS 22.5
hrs p/w
MAM 15 hrs
p/w

Natalie Paul
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Wai Shan
Yeo

Advice
Session
Supervisor
(37.5 hrs
p/w)
Rachaelle
Samson

Digital
Adviser
(37.5 hrs
p/w)
Liam
Brown

Training
Officer (25
hrs p/w)
Siobhan
McCarthy

V
O
L
U
N
T
E
E
R
S
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Board of Trustees
October 2020

Steve Bowers
Chair

Heather Blades

Gary Cooper

Valery Kelly

Jason Kenny

Richard Mackay

Alan Higgins

Mery Bernabai

Patricia Wakeford

Trustee

Trustee

Chief Officer

Trustee

Treasurer

Volunteer Rep

Trustee

Trustee

HR SUB COMMITTEE

DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDRAISING SUB-COMMITTEE

Note: The Chief Officer (Val Kelly), Paid Staff representative (Vacancy) and Volunteer representative (Alan Higgins)
are entitled to attend and speak at trustee meetings but are not members of the trustee board and cannot vote.
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APPENDIX 4
CURRENT BUDGET AND PROJECTION
Overview
In 2020/21 there have been a number of new grants often in some way related to Covid19 and frequently requiring expenditure over a period extending into future
years. Thus the accounts show a large surplus in 2020/21 and a deficit in the following year.
After allowing for the restricted funds available at the beginning of the period the three year projection shows a very small surplus.
At the time of drafting this budget there was at least one significant additional grant that had been applied for that, if awarded, would require a major update to the
budget.
As a result this projection is provisional and identifies areas that will require adjustment as the funding and resource situation become clearer.
Key assumptions are:
●
●
●
●

The Core grant from Gosport Borough Council increases at 2.5% p.a.
New grants are obtained in 21/22 to continue the Welfare Benefits Advocacy Service and MoneyWatch.
The grant to support a Digital Advisor continues into 2022/23 but at half the amount in previous years
Help to Claim and Debt Advice continue to be funded via Citizens Advice for the period of the plan

The Money Advice Matters service has had the same grant for many years and the grant no longer covers the full cost of the service. This will require addressing via an
increased grant or a different allocation of resource.
The charity currently forecasts designated reserves as well as a general unrestricted reserve in excess of that required by the reserves policy and the trustees have
agreed that some part of this is available for current operations. Exactly how much of this will be deployed will be known once the funding position for next year is
clearer but it does allow flexibility to cover delays in obtaining new funding.
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Citizens Advice Gosport 3 year financial scenario

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

108,670

111,387

114,171

MoneyWatch

26,579

15,000

20,000

Help to Claim

44,169

45,000

45,000

Macmillan (HMCAS)

18,595

19,800

20,000

MoneyAdvice Matters (MAM)

31,500

31,500

31,500

Settled Status

21,643

Benefits Advocacy

30,000

13,333

20,000

Technology

12,932

Digital and phone advice

38,000

Debt advice

49,508

13,333

45,000

2,852

12,940

10,940

384,448

262,293

319,611

244,407

293,874

289,798

Other people costs

7,427

6,270

1,370

Corporate

3,467

3,741

4,245

0

625

625

85

625

660

26,097

3,405

4640

5,710

6,213

6,293

20,420

18,583

18,831

Promotional

500

500

500

Contingency

1,000

1,000

1,000

CitA subscriptions, reference books & online data

5,342

4,661

5,894

Staff and volunteer expenses

1.108

5,150

6,200

315,562

344,647

340,056

68,886

-82,354

-20,444

7,611

7,611

7,611

76,497

-74,743

-12,833

Income
GBC Core Grant

Other

TOTAL INCOME

13,000

EXPENDITURE
Employment cost
Payroll

Governance
Dues and subscriptions
IT
Office expenses
Premises

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Accounting surplus / deficit
Lease amortisation covered by designated reserve
Operational surplus / deficit

Three year cumulative position

-11,080

Restricted reserves carried forward from 2019/20

12,515

SURPLUS OVER THREE YEARS

1,435
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APPENDIX 5
EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY
We have considered a “downside” case in which the Macmillan grant ceases on
31 March 2022 (it is confirmed for calendar year 2022) and the Digital Advice
grant is not available in 2022/23.
We would reduce resource equivalent to that directly related to these services,
marginally reduce the paid for resource doing digital advice in the Core Service
(the assumption being that by then we would have sufficient trained volunteers)
and also reduce some overhead costs that would naturally reduce with the lower
headcount. The approximate impact of these changes would be:

Citizens Advice Gosport is resolute in ensuring we promote equality throughout
our service delivery and through our role as employer, involving our volunteer and
paid staff team. We have robust policies which appear below. Details of our work
in this area can be found in our action plan.

Citizens Advice Gosport equality and diversity policy for volunteers
and paid staff
Introduction

Income loss
Macmillan

20,000

Digital Advice

13,000
33,000

Citizens Advice Gosport is committed to providing a supportive and inclusive culture
for:
�� all those who need our services
�� our volunteers
�� our staff and
�� other stakeholders.
CAG will at all times comply with the Citizens Advice equality and diversity policies
for volunteers and paid staff that can be seen here:
Document

Direct salary savings
Macmillan

15,652

Digital Advice

13,843

Core resource on digital

2,000

Other savings - travel and office

1,100
32,595

not received

Document
not
received

CAG will at all times comply with the Citizens Advice equality and diversity strategy
to be found at:
URL: https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/how-citizens-advice-works/whowe-are-and-what-we-do/equality-and-the-citizens-advice-service/citizens-adviceservice-equality-and-diversity-strategy/
Equality and Diversity is at the heart of everything we do. A robust implementation
plan ensures all staff, whether paid or volunteer, are aware of and comply with our
Equality and Diversity strategy and Implementation Plan below.
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Equality Implementation Plan

● Our advocacy services will speak up for those who face intense
disadvantage, detriment or harm to their wellbeing and we will improve how

The Citizens Advice Future of Advice Strategic Framework (2019-22) place
equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) at the heart of what we do. It emphasises
the importance we place on valuing and embracing the diversity of our clients,
staff and volunteers and we work to eliminate discrimination and our belief that
we are all equal through our common humanity.

we identify and consider those needs.
● Our technology will respond to user needs and will improve access to our
services, including face to face.
● In terms of sustainability, our services will be designed and costed, taking
account of the needs of those facing disadvantage, detriment or harm.

At Citizens Advice Gosport we champion equality through the Future of Advice
strategic framework and our Equality, Diversity and Inclusion goals: -

● Our culture will be more inclusive and we will continue to make our whole
service more diverse with better equality of opportunity for all.

● Our advice services will be accessible and relevant to all our diverse clients
whose experiences and outcomes will be more positive.
Work area /
activity

Action is

Responsible
person

Knowledge and
awareness

Provide all new staff with copies of relevant Equality and Diversity
policies on induction;
Equality and Diversity plan including in annual Business
Development Plan;
OM/CO
BDP made available to all CAG members and funders.
BDP made available to all third party contractors where
appropriate

Recruitment
To follow CAG recruitment processes to ensure a fair and open
recruitment procedure available to all

OM/CO

Deadline for
completion

Resources

Equality and
Diversity policies;
Ongoing as new
Equality and
staff are inducted
Diversity strategy;
or new contracts
entered into for the Equality and
provision of advice Diversity
Implementation
and/or training
plan

Ongoing
recruitment
process. Reviewed
annually or when
required

Recruitment
process;
Application forms
in accessible
formats;
Adjustments made
to accommodate
individual needs

Need to liaise with
other(s) – who?
Statutory bodies
and relevant
organisations to
ensure policies are
current and up to
date

s appropriate eg
Dylsexia Society,
RNIB, interpreting
services

Cont/….
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Work area /
activity

Action is

Provide clients with a fully accessible
service;
Advice - General Provide advice and information in a
manner and channel of the clients’
choosin

Provide a self and secure environment
where clients feel able to disclose abuse,
Advice
– including hate and gender violence;
Discrimination support clients with any disclosure and
signposting to relevant agencies; support
issues
clients in reporting abuse to relevant
authorities;

Advice –

Responsible Deadline for
person
completion

OM/CO

OM/CO

Provide an advocacy service to provide 1:1
support for those who may be unable to
OM/CO/BoT
clients at risk of
resolve issues independently
harm
supporting

In place and
ongoing

Resources
Premises fully accessible to wheelchair
users including door bell and entry
system;
Hearing loop installed;
Interview rooms available of sufficient
size to enable client and carer to attend
if necessary;
Interpreting services available;
Written advice and information provided
in various fonts and colours.
Face to face, telephone and email advice
provided.

Training for all suitable advisers in ASK;
Maintaining and promoting local
presence as a Hate Crime Reporting
Continuous rollout
Centre;
through training
Building on relationships with
programme and
emergency services and organisations
induction
providing refuge services;
processes
Training provided to all advisers on
active listening and open questioning
techniques.

Advocacy service
provided, subject
to ongoing
funding.

Need to liaise with
other(s) – who?

Carers to ascertain level
of support required;
Clients to be asked what
support they need; Any
other specialist support
service identified by the
client and/or their carer
eg Adult Mental Health
support team

ASK training providers;
Emergency services;
housing department;
Witness protection
service;

Specialist caseworker with experience in
mental and physical health issues;
Volunteer adviser with specialist
Adult Mental Health
psychiatric experience available;
services
Time – to enable advisers to spend as
much time as needed with clients
accessing the service;
Cont/….
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Work area /
activity

Action is

Actively promote CAG services
emphasising confidentiality and nonjudgemental service provision;
Monitor client profiles against local
population;
Clients – reaching Target driven advertising campaign if
those who could particular group(s) identified as not
be at risk of harm accessing CAG services;
Maintaining high level of public
confidence in the services CAG provides;
Networking and engagement with other
community groups and emergency
services.

Clients monitoring

Staff – Diversity
monitoring

Active monitoring and reporting of any
issue giving rise to Equality and
Discrimination issues, including abuse

To ensure CAG maintains a diverse team
of staff and trustees

Need to
liaise with
other(s) –
who?

Responsible
person

Deadline for completion Resources

OM/CO/BoT

Annual review of client
profile against local
population statistics;
Policies and
implementation plan
reviewed by BoT at least
annually;

Annual Equality Tool consideration by CO
and BoT;
Results collated and published within BDP
and Annual Report.
Casebook reporting tool to identify any
change in trend

Daily submission of befs;
Quarterly reports
provided to CO and BoT

Third parties
Ebef collation by SPCO;
as and when
Identifies any particular trend; quarterly
appropriate
report provided to CO and BoT and shared to resolve
with CAG team;
issues
Local and national campaigns supported
affecting
and promoted
local
CAG representation at quarterly County
community
meetings and annual nationwide meetings. and society
as a whole.

OM/CO/BoT/S
PCO

OM/CO/BoT

Annual review of staff
profile against local
population;

Annual Equality Tool consideration by CO
and BoT;
Results collated and published within BDP
and Annual Report;
Business strategy planning around diversity
monitoring
Cont/….
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Work area /
activity

Staff
Adjustments

Staff – Training
and monitoring

Action is

To provide all reasonable
- adjustments to enable people
to achieve their full potential
within their role at CAG

Maintain skills and awareness
in equality and diversity

Responsible
person

OM/CO/BoT

OM/CO

Deadline for completion

Resources

Need to
liaise with
other(s) –
who?

All staff encouraged to have private
and confidential discussions with line
manager regarding any health or
other issue.
All reasonable adjustments made to
support anyone who needs additional
resources to achieve their full
potential.

Aids and equipment such as various
designs of computer mice and keyboards;
Computers with screen reading software
such as Zoom Text;
Touch screen capability on IT equipment;
Voice recognition software;
Doors widened and desks raised to
provide access to supporting mobility
aids;
Daylight lighting system;
Hands free telephone system;
Various coloured paper.

Occupational
Health; GPs
or other
health
providers for
specialist
reports

Equality and diversity training built
into core training modules;
All staff required to comply with
policies;
Annual appraisals of all staff including
review of any equality issues arising;

APPENDIX 6
COMMUNITY AND CLIENT PROFILE
COMPARISON

Gross weekly
pay

Gosport has a population of about 83,600, an average level of employment and
relatively low unemployment.
However the education level of the workforce is low with only 21% having a NVQ4
or above level qualification compared to over 40% nationally. This is reflected in
lower earnings especially for female employees:
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Gosport

South East

Males

£619

£690

Females

£449

£555
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There is a low density of jobs in the borough with 0.5 in Gosport compared to 0.88
in the South East.

o
o

There is a large diversity in Mental Health and Wellbeing between different wards
in the borough with two, Alverstoke and Lee West, being in the best 50% in the
country but 9 being in the bottom 10% of the country.

o
o

Gosport has a lower percentage of the population aged 16- 64 economically
active (employed, self-employed or than the average for the South East and for
Britain.

CAG clients are much more likely to have disability and health
problems than the local population
Only 24% of CAG clients own their housing compared to 53% of the
local population
Only 39% of CAG clients are employed or self-employed compared
to 61% of the local population.
CAG clients are nearly 50% more likely to be single than the local
population
Marital status

Gosport

South East

Britain

Employed

61%

67%

65%

Self Employed

10%

12%

11%

Comparison against community profile
The tables below show our recorded client profile compared to the local population.
The percentages are based on those clients who have provided information and
do not always add up to 100% due to rounding.
This summary information of CAG clients compared to the local population shows
the following:

o

o

o

CAG, like other Citizens Advice offices in the area, sees a smaller
percentage of males than is in the population as a whole. This is
apparently not uncommon in other services such as the Samaritans
There is a small but growing ethnic minority population in Gosport
but we do see a slightly higher percentage of minority clients than
is in the population as a whole
CAG sees a smaller proportion of younger people than is in the local
population for the reasons set out below.

CAG clients

Community

Single

43%

30%

Married

20%

48%

Civil Partnership /
cohabiting etc

16%

0%

Divorced

10%

11%

Separated

7%

3%

Widowed

4%

7%

Cohabiting is not shown separately in national statistics. Percentages are
rounded to the nearest whole number so, for example, civil partnership in the
local community was shown as 111 people so rounds to zero percent.

Gender
55% of our clients are female compared to 51% in the local population

Ethnic origin
5% of our clients are recorded as BAME compared to 4% of the local population.
Although the numbers are small it appears the BAME percentage of the
population is growing so our percentage may be more in line with the current
position.
Cont/….
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Age
The percentages of our clients by age is shown appendix 2. The most significant
difference to the local community is that we see less people under 25 than there
are in the community.
This is likely to be because some are too young to benefit from our services and
this age group are seeking help with concerns such as relationships, career
choices etc. which can be better handled by other services.

There are various definitions of homelessness but based on the statutory definition
there were about 125 people homeless in Gosport prior to the impact of Covid-19
and the emergency measures then put in place. Gosport had the highest rate of
homelessness in Hampshire.
As the percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number this shows as zero
percent in the table above.

Disability
Publicly available data is not in the same format as CAG data but our data shows
that 45% of our clients report being disabled or having a long term health condition
which is considerably higher than in the local community.
Housing
Tenure
Owned outright

CAG clients

Community

Employment
CAG clients

Community

Employed

34%

61%

Self employed

5%

10%

Unemployed - seeking work

15%

4%

Permanently sick / disabled

14%

Retired

13%

Other (CAG includes, Student 1%, carer
4%, Looking after home 3%, Other 7%).
Community data from NOMIS states
numbers unreliable for permanently sick
/ retired etc.

13%
53%

Buying with a mortgage

11%

Council tenant

20%

13%

Housing Association tenant

12%

10%

Private rented tenant

26%

22%

Household

Living with friends / relatives

9%

2%

Type

Homeless

2%

0%

Other

5%

The community statistics are in a slightly different format to CAG statistics but the
main observation that only 24% of our clients own their home compared to 53%
in the community is reliable and statistically significant.
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25%
18%

CAG clients

Community

Couple

37%

55%

Single

57%

42%

Living with other adults

5%

2%
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Competition

APPENDIX 7

Local competition comes from Service and other charities (who often also refer
clients to CAG but sometimes offer some advice in similar areas.

Disaster Recovery Plan

Some not for profit organisations have funding to help clients but refer or attend
with them at our office for help with problems such as debt and benefits where
we have significantly greater expertise and capability.

This plan sets out the arrangements which can be put in place to allow Citizens
Advice Gosport to continue to provide services for at least an interim period in the
event of a significant loss of equipment or a forced inability to continue operations
in the office.

With the ever more rapid growth of people seeking help online the competition we
cannot currently effectively compete is from charities that offer fully integrated
online support for debt (not just provision of information) such as:

PayPlan
Offer help and advice to anyone struggling with multiple debts. They offer Debt
Management Plans, IVAs and bankruptcy advice
You can access their services online, by webchat or phone between 8 a.m. and 8
p.m. Monday to Friday or between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. on Saturday.

StepChange
Offer help and advice to anyone struggling with debt.

The actions required to achieve this will depend on the nature and severity of the
interruption. The extent to which it is possible to continue operation will depend
on the availability of premises, staff and equipment and the cost of providing the
service for the time it takes to recover from the problem. Since it is impossible to
predict the nature of such events, this plan sets out to identify the practical steps
which can be taken to prepare for, and minimise the impacts of problems. As far
as possible, normal operational practices are designed to ensure the safety of staff
and visitors to Citizens Advice Gosport and the safekeeping of client data.
The plan was severely tested by the Covid19 pandemic and proved robust in that
we were able to continue service with paid and volunteer staff working from home
for an extended period. Lessons learnt from this implementation of the plan have
been incorporated into this updated plan.

People

You can access their services online, by webchat or phone between 8 a.m. and 8
p.m. Monday to Friday or between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Saturday.

Conclusion – competitors
We can effectively compete with local providers by offering a high quality,
comprehensive advice service that is good value for money. Our action plans should
keep us in that position.
An effective online offer would require investment and ongoing maintenance in
software from Citizens Advice and if we were to offer phone and webchat support
during the hours larger competitors do a different model of staffing would be
required.

The first consideration in the event of a major incident will always be the safety of
staff and clients of Citizens Advice Gosport.
If such an event occurs while Citizens Advice Gosport is open, existing evacuation
procedures will be followed. Staff are familiarised with the safety procedures and
are reminded of them regularly. Evacuation is coordinated with Gosport Voluntary
Action in the case of a fire and safety procedures are regularly reviewed.
Should an incident occur outside of normal hours, contact arrangements are in
place (contact information is kept off-site) and staff will be notified of plans and
kept up-to-date with arrangements by Citizens Advice Gosport management.
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● Amber - This is a sign that you may need to take action in an area to put
things right before you can be passported to the external quality marks.

APPENDIX 8

● Red - Your performance will need to improve before you can be
passported to the external quality marks.

ASSESSMENT OF LEADERSHIP AND CLIENT and STAFF SATISFACTION
Leadership

We have been scored “Excelling”- in the most recent audit.

Citizens Advice audit our leadership annually with an onsite verification visit every
three years. Successful performance also ensures we maintain the Advice Quality
Standard certification which is a quality mark for organisations that provide advice
to the public on social welfare issues.
The following areas are audited:
1. Governance

Client satisfaction
Client satisfaction is measured independently by Citizens Advice directly contacting
a sample of our clients who are asked the following questions. The results for the
quarter ended 30 June 2020 were (the percentage giving a positive reply is shown
against each question)

2. Strategic business planning
Question

3. Risk management

% positive

4. Financial management

1. How easy or difficult did you find it to access
the service?

5. People management
6. Operational performance management
7. Partnership working
8. Research and campaigning

91.70%

2. To what extent did the service help you to find
a way forward?

88.60%

3. To what extent is your problem now resolved?

78.80%

4. How likely would you be to recommend the
service?

97.30%

9. Equality leadership
There are four ratings we can awarded and we need to achieve “yellow” to be
seen to be meeting requirements:
● Green - You have met the required standard and can evidence extended
examples of leadership tasks or good practice. You may be asked to
share your best practice or experience with other members. You will be
passported to the external quality marks.
● Yellow - You have fully met the standard required and will be passported
to the external quality marks.

In all cases we scored above the national average.
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The reason that question 3 scores lower than the other questions is that it is not
always possible to resolve a problem immediately when we see a client. We will
often have to recommend and help the client take action that will resolve the
problem but resolution may take some time. For example an appeal against a
decision on benefits has to do through a process at the DWP before resolution is
obtained.
Client comments are nearly all positive and included:

�� I have used these services a few times over the years, for different issues. The staff have always been welcoming, professional, discreet and
helpful at all times. I have therefore, been happy to recommend the
Gosport Citizens Advice Bureau to others.

Due to Covid-19 we are currently operating an appointments only service for those
clients who cannot access help in any other way. We will be evaluating the impact
and considering if it might be possible to offer some form of appointment service
on a wider basis.

Staff satisfaction
Satisfaction is measured independently by Citizens Advice with anonymous input
provided directly to Citizens Advice who provide us with a summary report. The
results of the survey carried out in September 2020 are as follows:

Question

% positive

I am clear about my role and responsibilities

95%

I have the information, resources, materials and equipment to
do my role effectively

100%

Within the past 12 months, someone at the local Citizens Advice
has talked to me about my progress

82%

�� My case holder worked above and beyond what I was expecting.

Over the past 12 months I have had opportunities at the local
Citizens Advice to develop my skills and knowledge

91%

�� The Gosport Citizens advice doesn’t supply appointments meaning
waiting times are up to 2 hours, with a one year old it was virtually impossible to keep him entertained in a buggy for that long. Appointments would definitely benefit that branch.

My views are listened to and valued

100%

People management Survey Dashboard
I understand how my work contributes to the success of my
local Citizen Advice’s business and development plan

100%

Over the past 12 months I feel my local Citizens Advice has
done a good job on research and campaigning activity

90%

I feel well informed about what is happening in my local Citizens
Advice

95%

Over the past 12 months I feel people at the local Citizens
Advice have treated each other with fairness and respect

90%

I would recommend the local Citizens Advice as a place to work
or volunteer

100%

�� Thank you very much for your support, during difficult times
�� XXX from cab Gosport always gets straight back to me Puts me at ease
and always sorts out my worries. Keep up the good work. Thank you

�� The information of help and the advice given put me in the right distance to sort my problem out with my landlord and was very much
appreciated. Kind regards
We recognise the concern over waiting times and have previously used an
appointments system. However a significant proportion of clients with
appointments failed to arrive at the agreed time resulting in volunteer advisors
having no client to see and reducing the overall number of people we could help.

In all cases we scored above the national average.
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● We will continue to work with victims of Domestic Abuse by means of the
ASK RE programme and are an Independent Hate Crime Reporting Centre.

APPENDIX 9

Business plan focus
ACTION PLAN AND RATIONALE
Introduction
● Quality is not merely giving good advice but the client experience and
resolving problems quickly with the least number of visits / client contacts.

We carried out PESTLE and SWOT analyses of our operating environment and
organisation respectively; examined competition; looked at client profiles compared
to the local population; and considered how we should move forward.
We identified eight cogent strategic aims to focus on in the Business Plan period:

● Value for money is using the resources available to us in providing the
largest number of people with the help they need. It is also empowering
them to solve their problems in a way that does not result in the same
problem recurring and the client is more able to resolve future problems
themselves

1. To understand evolving local client demand.
2. To develop a funding raising strategy and secure new funding
3. To recruit, prepare and align our people resources with local client
demand and our service delivery model
4. To seek research and campaign opportunities and maximise local
impact
5. To improve internal and external communications and on-line and
telephone accessibility
6. To broaden our service delivery model
7. To ensure we provide and can evidence an effective and efficient
service to clients
8. To become environmentally sustainable

● Value for money is also making the best use of resources, sharing with
others or working in partnership where appropriate
● Added value is seen as ensuring clients are more able to discharge priority
debts such as housing costs and the prevention of homelessness
● Added value is also seen as enhancing employment potential through
meaningful volunteering opportunities

Premises
● Value to the Local Authority includes helping them achieve their objectives, addressing system failures and maximising income such as rent and
Council Tax payments.
● Value to funder’s means achieving the objectives we have agreed with
them in the most effective way.

Equality

Our premises strategy was to provide services from our office and the Discovery
Centre until we had sufficient volunteer advisors to develop an outreach in the
most deprived areas or have a mobile advice service. In view of the dramatic
changes in working patterns due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the way people
expect to access services we will reconsider this when we have completed our
various action plans as there may well be more home and remote working which
will mean a major revision to our strategy.

● Our client, volunteer and paid staff statistics show that we have a slightly
higher percentage of minorities than the local population – which has only
a small percentage of minorities.
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Consolidated Action Plan
All the actions we developed have been consolidated into one tracking plan to be monitored by the Chief Officer and Trustees.

To understand evolving local client demand

To develop a funding strategy and secure new funding

To recruit, prepare and align our people resources with local client demand and our service delivery model

To seek research and campaign opportunities and maximise local impact

To improve internal and external communications and on-line and telephone accessibility

To broaden our service delivery model

To ensure we provide and can evidence an effective and efficient service to clients
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Citizens Advice Gosport: Business Development Plan 2020-2023: Consolidated Action Plan

BDP
URN

Action

Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Priority

Target date

1.1a.i

Demand: Review economic and social profile of Gosport
residents

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

1.1a.ii

Demand: Review demand for CAG services

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

1.1a.iii

Demand: Review demand for services provided by other
agencies

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

1.1a.iv

Demand: Identify unmet demand

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

1.1a.v

Demand: Identify typical client journeys for different
demographics using different CAG and other services

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

1.1a.vi

Demand: Present a report to the BOT with initial findings

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

1.1b.i

Projections: Identify declining demand for current
services whether provided by CAG or other agencies

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

1.1b.ii

Projections: Identify continuing demand for services
whether provided by CAG or other agencies

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

1.1b.iii

Projections: Identify increased demand for CAG services
including the identification of new or emergent services
that CAG may wish to provide

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

1.1b.iv

Projections: Present a report to BOT

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started
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1.1c.i

Action

Contrasting: Review demand and performance data from
Citizens Advice and CA National

Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Priority

Target date

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer,
Operations
Manager & Mery
Bernabei

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer,
Operations
Manager & Mery
Bernabei

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Update(s)

Progress
assessment

1.1c.ii

Contrasting: Present a report to the BOT showing how
demand for CAG services compares to other parts of the
country

1.1d.i

Analyse: Identify peak times for face to face, telephone
and on-line services

1.1d.ii

Analyse: Identify any seasonal variations in demand for
services

1.1d.iii

Analyse: Identify any blockers to the use of particular
access channels to CAG services

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer,
Operations
Manager & Mery
Bernabei

1.1d.iv

Analyse: Present a report to BOT with recommendations
to allow resources and channels to be flexed to match
changing demands

Steve Bowers

Chief Officer &
Mery Bernabei

2.2a

Funding Strategy: Review and, if necessary, update the
process and delegated authority for submitting funding
Richard
applications so that timely applications can be made with
Mackay
the minimum necessary investment of time; and obtain
BOT approval, if needed

Chief Officer

High

13/11/20

Not yet started

2.2b

Funding Strategy: Identify and prioritise what existing
and new services we wish to provide that require funding
Chief Officer
and approximate amounts required; and to obtain BOT
approval of the prioritised list

Fundraising &
Development
Committee

High

31/01/2021

Not yet started

2.2c

Funding Strategy: Identify all potential sources of funding Chief Officer

Fundraising &
Development
Committee

High

31/01/2021

Not yet started

2.2d

Funding Strategy: Update list of services that require
funding based on the plan in order 'to understand
evolving local client demand and develop plans to meet
it'

Fundraising &
Development
Committee

High

31/01/2021

Not yet started

Chief Officer
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BDP
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Action

Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Target date

Chief Officer

Fundraising &
Development
Committee and
Chair, Board of
Trustees

High

Asap & ongoing
thereafter

Not yet started

2.2f

Funding Strategy: Ensure CAG generates the maximum
that can be effectively generated without adversely
impacting client services from ‘pay per activity’ grants
[NB: cross-refer to 5.5e.ii & 5.5e.iii, below)

Chief Officer

Fundraising &
Development
Committee and
Mery Bernabei

High

Asap & ongoing
thereafter

Not yet started

2.2g

Funding Strategy: Evaluate successful and unsuccessful
funding applications to learn lessons for future
applications

Chief Officer

Fundraising &
Development
Committee

High

Asap & ongoing
thereafter

Not yet started

3.3a.i

HR: Attitudes & Preparedness (existing paid staff,
Chief Officer,
Heather
volunteers & trustees): Review the data & information on
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
new ways of working, flexible service delivery models,
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
performance management and change
Mery Bernabei

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

3.3a.ii
&
3.3a.iii

Chief Officer,
Heather
HR: Attitudes and Preparedness: Produce and implement
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
a workplace survey based upon 3.3a.i, above
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
Mery Bernabei

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

3.3a.iv

HR: Attitudes and Preparedness: Analyse the results,
draw conclusions and present to the BOT

Heather
Blades & Gary Chief Officer
Cooper

Medium

30/04/2021

Not yet started

HR: Training and CPD (existing paid staff, volunteers and
trustees): In addition to the approved CA training
3.3b.i & programme, produce an action plan geared toward
3.3b.ii
change (new ways of working, flexible service delivery
models and performance management); to obtain BOT
approval; and to implement the action plan

Chief Officer,
Heather
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
Mery Bernabei

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

3.3b.iii
&
3.3b.iv

HR: Training & CPD (existing paid staff, volunteers &
trustees): Evaluate the action plan from 3.3b.i & 3.3b.ii,
above, and modify, as required

Chief Officer,
Heather
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
Mery Bernabei

Low

31/12/2021

Not yet started

3.3c.i

HR: Recruitment & Induction (new paid staff, volunteers
& trustees): Determine our human resources
requirements (numbers of personnel and knowledge,
experience & skills)

Chief Officer,
Heather
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
Mery Bernabei

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

Funding Strategy: Make contact with potential funders to
2.2e

develop relations and, where appropriate, submit grant
applications
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Action

Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Update(s)

Progress
assessm
ent

Priority

Target date

Chief Officer,
Heather
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
Mery Bernabei

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet
started

HR: Recruitment & Induction (new paid staff, volunteers &
3.3c.iv
trustees): Evaluate the action plan from 3.3c.ii & 3.3c.iii, above,
& 3.3c.v
and modify, as required

Chief Officer,
Heather
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
Mery Bernabei

Low

31/12/2021

Not yet
started

HR: Retention: Produce an action plan to retain the right paid
3.3d.i &
staff, volunteers & trustees; to obtain BOT approval; and to
3.3d.ii
implement the action plan

Heather
Blades & Gary Chief Officer
Cooper

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet
started

3.3d.iii
&
3.3d.iv

Chief Officer,
Heather
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
Mery Bernabei

Low

31/12/2021

Not yet
started

Medium

30/09/2021

Not yet
started

Low

31/12/2021

Not yet
started

Patricia Wakeford

High

31/03/2021

Not yet
started

Chief Officer,
Operations
Manager & Jason
Kenny

High

31/03/2021

Not yet
started

HR: Recruitment & Induction (new paid staff, volunteers &
trustees): Produce an action plan to address our human
resources requirements as at 3.3c.i, above, and which is also
3.3c.ii &
geared toward ensuring our workforce is orientated toward
3.3c.iii
change (new ways of working, flexible service delivery models &
performance management); to obtain BOT approval; and to
implement the action plan

HR: Retention: Evaluate the action plan from 3.3d.i & 3.3d.ii,
above, and modify, as required

HR: Continuous assessment: Devise systems that will continually
Chief Officer,
assess our changing business needs and ensure the alignment of Heather
3.3e.i &
Jason Kenny,
the attitudes & preparedness of our human resources (paid staff, Blades & Gary
3.3e.ii
Richard Mackay &
volunteers & trustees); to obtain BOT approval; and to implement Cooper
Mery Bernabei
the systems
3.3e.iii
&
3.3e.iv

Chief Officer,
Heather
HR: Continuous assessment: Evaluate the systems and modify, as
Jason Kenny,
Blades & Gary
required
Richard Mackay &
Cooper
Mery Bernabei

Research & Campaigns: Review existing performance data and
4.4a.i &
unequivocally identify the key, immediate local issues and
4.4a.ii
community risks

4.4a.iii

Patricia
Wakeford

Research & Campaigns: Determine a ‘menu of options & tactics’
to support staff and/or managerial decision making on next
steps;
e.g. local resolution with agencies who are causing or
Patricia
compounding the issues; e.g. escalation through CitaH for
Wakeford
research & campaigning review; e.g. short, intelligible press
releases to publicise the work & value of CAG, and to seek further
information from local communities
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Action

Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Priority

Target date

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Patricia
Wakeford

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Research & Campaigns: Examine existing processes on
4.4b.i

the collation & analysis of operational performance data, Patricia
and how key issues are being identified & highlighted to Wakeford
managers and trustees

Update(s)

Progress
assessment

4.4b.ii

Research & Campaigns: Examine existing operational &
strategic decision-making processes; i.e. local,
operational resolution and strategic escalation through
CitaH

4.4b.iii

Research & Campaigns: Identify good practice & areas
for improvement within our existing operating
processes; e.g. how we are making use of paid staff &
volunteers in this area of our business; e.g. how we are
publicising the solutions we are providing & gaining
further community insights; e.g. do we need to realign
some resource and/or human resources?

Patricia
Wakeford

Chief Officer,
Operations
Manager, Jason
Kenny, Mery
Bernabei, Heather
Blades & Gary
Cooper

4.4b.iv

Research & Campaigns: Prepare a paper for
consideration by the Chief Officer & BOT

Patricia
Wakeford

Chief Officer

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

4.4c.i 4.4c.vi

Research & Campaigns: To develop a cohesive &
streamlined business approach within the CAG to local
and national research and campaigning (examples: How
should we decide whether to get involved? Do the
opportunities fit in with our operational priorities &
business plan objectives, or will it cause unnecessary
Patricia
distraction or disruption? What would be our
Wakeford
communications & community engagement plans? What
are the clients’ or sponsors’ expectations? What do we
want to achieve? How will we monitor, analyse &
evaluate? Would this be a short-term project or would it
require significant change?)

Chief Officer and
Fundraising &
Development
Committee

Medium

30/09/2021

Not yet started

4.4c.vii

Research & Campaigns: Prepare a paper for
consideration by the BOT

Chief Officer

Medium

30/09/2021

Not yet started

High

31/12/2020

Not yet started

Patricia
Wakeford

Internal communications (service versatility & brand
5.5a.i & awareness): Review the type of internal communications Mery
and establish used & new ways to communicate
Bernabei
5.5d.i
information internally

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager
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Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Priority

Target date

Internal communications (service versatility,
5.5a.ii, performance culture & workforce preparedness): Carry
5.5b.i,
out internal survey to establish communications
5.5c.i &
5.5a.iii preferences, understanding of KPIs & job satisfaction;
and then set a schedule for internal communications

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

5.5a.iv
&
5.5b.ii

Internal communications (service versatility &
performance culture): Identify & implement approved
options, including change & communications plans

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/04/2021

Not yet started

5.5b.iii

Internal communications (performance culture): Assess
and/or adjust model according to staff & volunteers' job
satisfaction

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Low

31/12/2021

Not yet started

5.5c.ii

Internal communications (workforce preparedness):
Introducing monthly feedback processes, polls, 1-2-1
meetings & group discussions

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

Ongoing

Not yet started

5.5d.ii

Internal communications (brand awareness): Ensure all
the communications are branded and conform to the
agreed organisational tone, voice and message

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

Ongoing

Not yet started

5.5e.i

External communications (community management):
Identify community events to attend as a keynote
speaker

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer

High

31/12/2020

Not yet started

5.5e.ii
&
5.5e.iii

Funding Strategy & External Communications
(community management): Review peer-to-peer
fundraising scheme and Review retention & renewal of
donors

Chief Officer

Fundraising &
Development
Committee

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

5.5e.iv

External communications (community management):
Review participation levels to events (inputs versus
outputs & outcomes)

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer

Low

31/12/2021

Not yet started

BDP
URN

Action
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Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Priority

Target date

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
BOT

Low

31/12/2021

Not yet started

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/12/2020

Not yet started

5.5f.ii

External communications (service accessibility): Identify
new digital ways for the user to book appointments
through website and Facebook

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/01/2021

Not yet started

5.5f.iii

External communications (service accessibility): Validate
processes & implement changes

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

5.5g.i

External communications (digital presence): Develop
audience priorities and desired outcomes, developing &
refreshing our website, as required

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

5.5g.iii

External communications (digital presence): Develop
Content Management System, CMS

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

31/08/2021

Not yet started

5.5g.iv

External communications (digital presence): Create new
social media profiles

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/12/2020

Not yet started

5.5g.v
&
5.5g.vi

External communications (digital presence): Initiate social
Mery
media discussions and increase the number & use of
Bernabei
social media posts

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

Asap & ongoing
thereafter

Not yet started

BDP
URN

Action

External communications (community management):
5.5e.v

Review activities to build community preparedness
and/or empowerment to act

5.5f.i,
External communications (service accessibility, digital
5.5g.ii
presence & brand awareness): Review appointments
& 5.5h.i booking system, branded documents & searchability
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5.5h.ii
&
5.5h.iii

6.6.b.ii
&
6.6b.iii

Action

External & internal communications (brand awareness):
Production of templates for all external & internal
communications

Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Priority

Target date

Mery
Bernabei

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

Service Delivery Model (volunteers' services): Identify
options, funding and other resource requirements,
including a cost versus benefits analysis, and support the Jason Kenny
preparation of HR & change plans (recruitment, training,
induction & CPD)

Service Delivery Model (outreach services): Review
6.6a.i & demand & demographic data, and review service
provision in existing estate (including existing good
6.6a.ii
practice)

Heather Blades,
Gary Cooper &
Chief Officer

Update(s)

Progress
assessment

Jason Kenny

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

6.6a.iii
&
6.6a.iv

Service Delivery Model (outreach services): Complete
community engagement and identify options, funding &
other resource requirements, including a cost versus
benefits analysis

Jason Kenny

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

6.6a.v,
6.6b.iv
&
6.6c.vii

Service Delivery Model (outreach, volunteers &
collaborative services): Obtain BOT approval and
implement new or adjusted model and/or approved
option(s), including communications plan

Jason Kenny

Mery Bernabei,
Richard Mackay &
Chief Officer

Low

31/12/2021

Not yet started

6.6b.i

Service Delivery Model (volunteers' services): Review
existing model & performance data (including good
practice)

Jason Kenny

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

6.6c.i,
Service Delivery Model (collaborative services): Review
6.6c.ii & demand, performance data & current partnerships, and
6.6c.iii undertake a comprehensive stakeholder analysis

Jason Kenny

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

6.6c.iv

Service Delivery Model (collaborative services):
Determine collaborative opportunities

Jason Kenny

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/06/2021

Not yet started

6.6c.v

Service Delivery Model (collaborative services): Complete
a feasibility study, including a cost versus benefits
Jason Kenny
analysis

Chief Officer &
Operations
Manager

Medium

30/09/2021

7.7a.i

Evidencing effective & efficient service: Review existing
measurements & data sources and identify additional or
changed requirements, including those that may no
longer be appropriate

Chief Officer,
Jason Kenny &
Steve Bowers

High

31/12/2020

Richard
Mackay
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Not yet started

Not yet started
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BDP
URN

Action

Senior
Responsible
Officer

Other key
stakeholders

Update(s)

Progress
assessment

Priority

Target date

High

31/01/2021

Not yet started

High

28/02/2021

Not yet started

High

31/03/2021

Not yet started

Evidencing effective & efficient service: Explaining the
7.7a.ii,
7.7a.iii,
7.7a.iv
&
7.7a.v

need, value & benefits of using data to manage

Chief Officer,
Chief Officer &
Jason Kenny,
Operations
Richard Mackay &
robust & consistent sources of data; making
Manager
Mery Bernabei
adjustments, as necessary, including the development of
operations to staff & capturing their inputs; identifying

more detailed measurements, if required

7.7b.i

Evidencing effective & efficient service: Pilot the
measurements by developing reports based on the
agreed data sets & performance periods to identify
ambiguity, anomalous data & problematic sources

Chief Officer & Richard Mackay,
Operations
Jason Kenny &
Manager
Steve Bowers

Evidencing effective & efficient service: Agree the final
7.7b.ii
performance measurements & timing of the reports with Chief Officer
& 7.7c.i
the lead trustees ahead of presentation to the BOT

Richard Mackay,
Jason Kenny &
Steve Bowers

7.7d.i

Evidencing effective & efficient service: Implement & take
action by producing & discussing performance reports
Operations
with the Chief Officer on at least a monthly basis and, at Manager
the end of the quarter, draft a written report to the BOT

Chief Officer

Medium

30/04/21 &
onwards
thereafter

Not yet started

7.7d.ii

Evidencing effective & efficient service: Develop & agree
action plans with the Chief Officer; implementing, as
required, to address organisational performance
concerns; monitor & manage thereafter

Chief Officer

Medium

30/04/21 &
onwards
thereafter

Not yet started

7.7d.iii
&
7.7d.iv

Evidencing effective & efficient service: Review & refine
performance measurements and identify any others that
may be required; review with the lead trustees for this
Chief Officer
area of business on any change proposals that impact
reporting [NB: Changes to performance reporting to be
agreed by the BOT]

Richard Mackay &
Jason Kenny

Medium

Richard Mackay
& Jason Kenny

Not yet started

Medium

30/04/21 &
onwards
thereafter

Not yet started

Evidencing effective & efficient service: Involve &
7.7e.i & empower paid staff by using data on at least a monthly
7.7e.ii
basis to support operational service delivery and to
manage team & individual performance

Operations
Manager

Operations
Manager

Chief Officer
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Appendix 10

��

Identify campaigns to be delivered that are of importance to the local
community proactively working to prevent potential future re-occurring

Research and Campaigns

issues from arising

Overview
��

Identify, maintain and review stakeholder contacts to ensure we can
continue and grow our relationships with key organisations and groups in

Citizens Advice Gosport (CAG) is committed to supporting and improving the lives
of those in the Gosport community. Our Business Development Plan outlines that

the community. This will ensure we can better influence them to improve
our impact for our clients.

● We aim to improve the policies and practices which affect peoples’ lives.

Act
● We strive to do this by running effective, inclusive campaigns in coverage

��

Deliver campaigns that are relevant and important to the local community

��

Utilise our stakeholder relationships to ensure we know who we contact

of national and local social policy work to promote equality, tackle discrimination and disadvantage.

to get the best campaign outcome

CAG aims to do this by capturing information, identifying issues and spotting
emerging trends. We work to use this information to influence and lobby a variety
of stakeholders to improve or change their offer for the wider benefit of the local
community and beyond.

��

Create and send press releases/social media communications to highlight
our campaigns

Update

Research and Campaign Principles
As an organisation we will ensure that we will

��

Regularly update our stakeholders and the wider community of our Impact

��

Ensure we utilise a variety of media channels to publicise our campaigns
success

Capture
● Capture data and information from clients in order to identify key
issues in the community.
● Keep up to date on local and national issues and campaigns highlighted by Citizens Advice in order to highlight any potential future
issues.
Capture client case studies and stories (when it is practical to do so) to
better inform our campaigns and where necessary and appropriate share
these with our stakeholders.

Identify
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How we do this – R and C Action Grid
Key: CO= Chief Officer and OM= Operations Manager SPCO = Social Policy
Co-ordinator
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ACT

IDENTIFY

Principle

● Action taken

Who

Capture data and information from clients in order
to identify key issues in the community

● Volunteers and staff are trained on research and campaigns
● Case notes are created with details of client issues
● Evidence Forms are updated. Advisors are given guidance on
how to create these.
● Emerging trends are shared with staff and volunteers who
can then identify and anticipate similar cases

Advisors/SPCO/OM

Keep up to date on local and national issues and
campaigns highlighted by National Citizens Advice
in order to highlight any potential future issues.

● A CAG volunteer attends Research and Network panel
meetings
● CAG participates in the CitA Network Panel Survey
● Information is communicated to/from CitA Hampshire
● Information and reports that come out from CitA nationally
are regularly monitored

SPCO/CO/OM/
Trustees/

Capture client case studies and stories (when it is
practical to do so) to better inform our campaigns
and where necessary and appropriate share these
with our stakeholders.

● Previous clients are contacted and follow up occurs with
previous clients (if they have consented) to get updates on
their cases.
● A Research and Campaign report is circulated monthly

SPCO/Volunteers

Identify campaigns to be delivered that are of
importance to the local community proactively
working to prevent potential future re-occurring
issues from arising

SPCO/CO/Trustee
● Cases that are localised are highlighted in the research and
s/OM/
campaign report. Individual cases are supported. Reoccurring cases are picked out with a plan created and
stakeholders identified.
● Campaigns are selected based on client feedback, need and
through nationally sourced information
● National Campaigns are identified via communication from
CitA nationally. Those relevant to the Gosport Community are
selected.
● When unsure CAG seeks guidance from other local offices as
to possible plans of action

Identify, maintain and review stakeholder contacts
to ensure we can continue and grow our
relationships with key organisations and groups in
the community. This will ensure we can better
influence them to improve our impact for our
clients.

● A stakeholder register containing details of key stakeholders
(e.g. Gosport Borough Council, local MP, community groups)
is reviewed and updated on an annual basis
● Any gaps or new stakeholders are identified

CO/OM

cont/….
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ACT

UPDATE

Principle

● Action taken

Deliver campaigns that are relevant and important to
the community

● Staff and volunteers are mobilised to deliver campaigns utilising /and/Volunteers/SPC
a variety of platforms including face to face out in the community, O/OM
on social media and via local publicity

Utilise our stakeholder relationships to ensure we know
who we contact to get the best campaign outcome

● Using the stakeholder register the relevant and necessary parties CO/OM/Trustees
are contacted, lobbied and involved

Create and send press releases/social media
communications to highlight our campaigns

●
●

Ensure we get regular coverage in the local press
Utilise social media to promote awareness of issues and
campaigns

//SPCO/OM/CO

Regularly update our stakeholders and the wider
community of our Impact

●

Send our annual report (which highlights our impact) to those
listed on the stakeholder register
Share our success at regional/national CitA events to support
and learn from others

CO/OM.//Trustees

Update local press of success stories where CAG has
benefited the local community
Promote stories on social media channels and website

CO/OM/SPCO//Trust
ees

●
Ensure we utilise a variety of media channels to
publicise our campaigns success

●
●

Who

Campaigns in 2019/20
Dec 2019
We have actively participated in the following campaigns in 2019/20:
Local campaign looking at the evidence of an increased use of Foodbanks in
Gosport including details of which demographic group was most affected.

Dec 2018/19
Local campaign highlighting problems encountered by clients who were trying to
get medical evidence from their GP group. The evidence was needed to support
their benefit and housing claims.
July 2019
Hampshire Cit A campaign. Asked to submit cases of poor PIP administration up
to Tribunal level. Sent a case study of a severely disabled, nonverbal man whose
mother was having to go through the PIP assessment each year. The call for
evidence came following a meeting with a producer from BBC South.
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Appendix 11
PESTLE analysis
Citizens Advice Gosport PESTLE (External) Analysis - August 2020

● Funding: Government funding to council’s will be drastically reduced and re-converged towards Covid 19, NHS and care homes;
● Reducing budgets may hasten move towards councils combining into unitaries to reduce costs e.g. Gosport/Fareham, Harbour Council

P

E

Shift of power: Excellent relations with most local Cllrs but the election of new leaders and possibility of change in party political make-up might disrupt relations
Decision making: Gosport Borough Council shares a Senior Leadership Team with Portsmouth City Council.
Member of Parliament for Gosport now has a national portfolio within HM Government
County and Boroughs relations: Hampshire and District Councils not a team. Hampshire district councils and unitary authorities have distinct strategic visions and
separate objectives
● PCC: Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) elections have been postponed until May 21
● Brexit: depending on any deal could increase or change the demands on CAG. Break-up of the United Kingdom may result in further pressure on budgets i.e. Scottish
referendum and independence, United Ireland
● Employment: Pressure to support zombie companies may lead to lower medium term employment
●
●
●
●

OLITICAL

CONOMIC

● Recession: Lower company profits, lower public spending = less tax revenues for the Central government. Low inflation and low pay increases likely due to high
unemployment
● Low interest rates
● HM Government Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) 2020, and beyond, may threaten strategic funding streams
● HM Government CSR and local government funding arrangements may reduce capability and capacity within statutory, charity and commissioned services, including the
withdrawal of some frontline services
● Local authority funding streams may be diverted to higher risk areas and/or priorities by Portsmouth City Council
● Government support: Loss of Council tax and business rates income for GBC due to bad debts and closure of businesses – especially retail.
● Personal debt: High and growing personal debt concentrated in some parts of the population.
● Budget cuts: need to work smarter/share resources
● Demand: Increasing unemployment as a result of Covid 19, more short term and insecure jobs in the ‘gig’ economy, less work opportunities for young people. Increased
unemployment and inability to access benefits payments will increase de> faulting on loans, council tax payments, etc.
● Employed staff: Time limited funding of projects can lead to insecure employment in CAG
● Brexit: Economic impact of Brexit. Short term increased cost for businesses and consumers due to Brexit.
● Funders: Loss of income by some funders – e.g. charities (Macmillan)
● Funders – want smarter/more efficient ways of joined-up working
● Competition: grants/funding – other charities competing in “our” space.
● Increase in pay likely to focus on low paid
● Trend: Dual impact of EU Exit and Covid-19 may increase deprivation and demand in Gosport
● Projected increases in the local population are unlikely to be matched with increased local or national investment in the borough in the short-term
● Transport: Ongoing threat to the commercial viability of the Gosport Ferry
● Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) holds all funding for the Gosport Community Safety Partnership (CSP)

cont/….
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S

●
●
●
●

OCIOLOGY/CULTURE

T

ECHNOLOGICAL

L

EGAL

●
●
●
●
●

Trends: ‘Two Gosports?’ - Financial, educational, cultural, skills...
Covid 19: Different priorities for young and old
Further national and local lockdown is likely prior to the discovery and availability of a vaccine
The infection is likely to exploit the physical and psychological health of people living in deprived areas or subject of other health vulnerabilities prevalent
within the borough
Adverse impact upon working families, including those with child care responsibilities
Ongoing uncertainty over national and local education policy and skills development opportunities
Brexit: limiting freedom of movement and reciprocal arrangements (health, consumer protection etc.)
Demand: Increased demand for advice- employment, debt, benefits, housing
Low skill level in

● Services are moving on-line. Significant increase in the usage of video, teleconferencing and other communications between private citizens and with
those providing services, generally and through necessary during Covid-19
● Residents are getting more IT literate. High percentage have smartphones
● Still a digital divide but we mustn’t make assumptions or we will cease to be relevant to the majority and just cater for a shrinking minority
● CAG – do most volunteers really embrace the use of technology? Aging demographic of volunteers may be an issue

●
●
●
●

Brexit: EU Exit: Uncertainty of new and transitional arrangements for legal frameworks.
Brexit – reductions in workplace, environmental and consumer protection?
Changes to benefits and legal protection in many areas of life
GDPR/Regulations: More regulation makes the role of advising more onerous and requires more compliance monitoring. Does this make the role for
volunteers less attractive?

Premises: size and cost, depend on the service we offer – can we get a high usage of interview rooms?
Premises: may need very different configuration to offer digital and phone services.
Employment: Low level jobs getting less and less, impact upon the poorly educated / skilled.
Gosport has a smaller than average proportion in management type jobs which will result in less job formation and make the area less attractive for
employers
● Health: Growing health problems due to lifestyle – e.g. obesity with Gosport having a bigger than average problem.
● Transport: Poor road communications in and out of the borough, transportation links. Less confidence in public transport and greater use of cars
resulting in increasing levels of pollution
● Environment: Growing focus on global warming, pollution etc. Increases extremes of temperature resulting in impact on energy use and subsequent
fuel poverty.
● Increased incidence of extreme weather events impacting on peoples' lives, creating increased demand for assistance from statutory, charity and
commissioned service providers.
●
●
●
●

E

NVIRONMENTAL
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1 PESTLE – Political, Economic, Sociology/Culture,
Technological, Legal, Environmental
1.1 Political
○ Funding: Government funding to council’s will be drastically reduced and
re-converged towards Covid 19, NHS and care homes;
○ Reducing budgets may hasten move towards councils combining into
unitaries to reduce costs e.g. Gosport/Fareham, Harbour Council
○ Shift of power: Excellent relations with most local Cllrs but the election
of new leaders and possibility of change in party political make-up might
disrupt relations
○ Decision making: Gosport Borough Council shares a Senior Leadership
Team with Portsmouth City Council.
○ Member of Parliament for Gosport now has a national portfolio within
HM Government
○ County and Boroughs relations: Hampshire and District Councils not a
team. Hampshire district councils and unitary authorities have distinct
strategic visions and separate objectives
○ PCC: Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) elections have been
postponed until May 21
○ Brexit: depending on any deal could increase or change the demands on
CAG. Break-up of the United Kingdom may result in further pressure on
budgets i.e. Scottish referendum and independence, United Ireland
○ Employment: Pressure to support zombie companies may lead to lower
medium term employment

1.2 Economic
○ Recession: Lower company profits, lower public spending = less tax
revenues for the Central government. Low inflation and low pay
increases likely due to high unemployment
○ Low interest rates
○ HM Government Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) 2020, and
beyond, may threaten strategic funding streams
○ HM Government CSR and local government funding arrangements may
reduce capability and capacity within statutory, charity and
commissioned services, including the withdrawal of some frontline
services
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○ Local authority funding streams may be diverted to higher risk areas
and/or priorities by Portsmouth City Council
○ Government support: Loss of Council tax and business rates income for
GBC due to bad debts and closure of businesses – especially retail.
○ Personal debt: High and growing personal debt concentrated in some
parts of the population.
○ Budget cuts: need to work smarter/share resources
○ Demand: Increasing unemployment as a result of Covid 19, more short
term and insecure jobs in the ‘gig’ economy, less work opportunities for
young people. Increased unemployment and inability to access benefits
payments will increase de> faulting on loans, council tax payments, etc.
○ Employed staff: Time limited funding of projects can lead to insecure
employment in CAG
○ Brexit: Economic impact of Brexit. Short term increased cost for
businesses and consumers due to Brexit.
○ Funders: Loss of income by some funders – e.g. charities (Macmillan)
○ Funders – want smarter/more efficient ways of joined-up working
○ Competition: grants/funding – other charities competing in “our” space.
○ Increase in pay likely to focus on low paid
○ Trend: Dual impact of EU Exit and Covid-19 may increase deprivation and
demand in Gosport
○ Projected increases in the local population are unlikely to be matched
with increased local or national investment in the borough in the shortterm
○ Transport: Ongoing threat to the commercial viability of the Gosport
Ferry
○ Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) holds all funding for the Gosport
Community Safety Partnership (CSP)

1.3 Sociological/Culture
○ Trends: ‘Two Gosports?’ - Financial, educational, cultural, skills...
○ Covid 19: Different priorities for young and old
○ Further national and local lockdown is likely prior to the discovery and
availability of a vaccine
○ The infection is likely to exploit the physical and psychological health of
people living in deprived areas or subject of other health vulnerabilities
prevalent within the borough
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○ Adverse impact upon working families, including those with child care
responsibilities
○ Ongoing uncertainty over national and local education policy and skills
development opportunities
○ Brexit: limiting freedom of movement and reciprocal arrangements
(health, consumer protection etc.)
○ Demand: Increased demand for advice- employment, debt, benefits,
housing
○ Low skill level in Gosport
○ Volunteers: Both partners normally work therefore volunteers not so
readily available from those whose children have left home
○ Retirement – retirees have most income protection and can afford more
holidays than 10 years ago so less time for volunteering
○ Child care – retires often looking after grandchildren – less time for
volunteering
○ Immigration: with higher unemployment could there be resentment
from long term residents. Conversely will there be a shortage of staff for
care homes etc.
○ Becoming the norm to have things available on demand – next day
delivery, online access, phone services 8 to 8 etc.
○ Loss of high street facilities making it more difficult for clients to access
services e.g. banks
○ Poverty: Increased deprivation and poverty is likely to cause a rise in
community tensions, calls for service and requests for support from
statutory, charity and commissioned services
○ Increased deprivation and poverty is likely to see a rise in substance
misuse without a commensurate rise in treatment services or other
interventions
○ Increased deprivation and poverty is likely to see a rise in homelessness
creating additional demand for statutory, charity and commissioned
services time without a commensurate rise in funding

1.4 Technological
○ Services are moving on-line. Significant increase in the usage of video,
teleconferencing and other communications between private citizens
and with those providing services, generally and through necessary
during Covid-19
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○ Residents are getting more IT literate. High percentage have
smartphones
○ Still a digital divide but we mustn’t make assumptions or we will cease to
be relevant to the majority and just cater for a shrinking minority
○ CAG – do most volunteers really embrace the use of technology? Aging
demographic of volunteers may be an issue

1.5 Legal
○ Brexit: EU Exit: Uncertainty of new and transitional arrangements for
legal frameworks.
○ Brexit – reductions in workplace, environmental and consumer
protection?
○ Changes to benefits and legal protection in many areas of life
○ GDPR/Regulations: More regulation makes the role of advising more
onerous and requires more compliance monitoring. Does this make the
role for volunteers less attractive?

1.6 Environmental
○ Premises: size and cost, depend on the service we offer – can we get a
high usage of interview rooms?
○ Premises: may need very different configuration to offer digital and
phone services.
○ Employment: Low level jobs getting less and less, impact upon the
poorly educated / skilled.
○ Gosport has a smaller than average proportion in management type jobs
which will result in less job formation and make the area less attractive
for employers
○ Health: Growing health problems due to lifestyle – e.g. obesity with
Gosport having a bigger than average problem.
○ Transport: Poor road communications in and out of the borough,
transportation links. Less confidence in public transport and greater use
of cars resulting in increasing levels of pollution.
○ Environment: Growing focus on global warming, pollution etc. Increases
extremes of temperature resulting in impact on energy use and
subsequent fuel poverty.
○ Increased incidence of extreme weather events impacting on peoples'
lives, creating increased demand for assistance from statutory, charity
and commissioned service providers.
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Appendix 12
SWOT analysis
Organisational SWOT analysis- August 2020
Weaknesses

Strengths (remove and)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Positive reputation as a local charity within a local community
Strong relationships with GBC councillors and Member of Parliament
Provision of quality advice (ASA Quality Mark)
Achieving high satisfaction rates amongst clients
Affiliated to CitAH/CitA
Involvement with local projects and national advisory and support schemes
Core funding with a history of successful bidding for new and diverse funding streams
Central, accessible location in the town centre
Chief Officer engagement within the local community and professional CAB networks
Committed volunteers and teamwork
Ability to adapt services when required (e.g. recent global health crisis)
New trustees (and ongoing recruitment) to increase knowledge, experience and skills

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Threats

Opportunities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Demand continues to outstrip resource and there is an over-reliance on short-term funding
Ill-defined and impersonal feel to the CAG brand (but any change must comply with national
branding requirements)
Weak digital presence, outdated website and incoherent social media, marketing and campaigning
Lack of staff capability and/or confidence with digital and other contemporary IT systems
Recruitment and retention of high calibre volunteers and paid staff
Complex training process and accreditation requirements
Imprecise volunteer role requirements in support of client service needs
Resistance to change and the introduction of new working practices
Narrow opening hours and inflexible working arrangements limit public accessibility to service
Office accommodation hampers digital/telephone services and social distancing requirements
Chair, Board of Trustees will become vacant without a succession plan or nominated deputy

New Operations Manager to focus on service delivery and managing operational performance
Develop new partnerships geared toward collaborative service delivery
Further improve the use of data to help adapt service proviso to meet client needs.
Cooperate in delivering service with neighbouring CitA providers
Pursue longer-term funding by developing services to meet the needs of funders with the ability to fund us
Complete a Customer Profile Review to identify emerging vulnerability and changing client
needs
Migration to cloud-based IT will support remote and new ways of working
Appointment Plus will allow clients to self-serve and improve efficiency and effectiveness
Reduce bureaucracy and risk aversion by focusing on recording and delivering services that are
funded on a per activity basis
Review how volunteers support FTE service delivery and consider sharing volunteer recruitment
Tailor ‘in person’ advice to wards with the most demand and develop an ‘advice kiosks’ concept
Launch an Integrated Communications Strategy to engage in community management, increase digital presence and social media marketing, and strengthen brand awareness and appeal
Develop a new website and other communications mediums that are more in-tune with diverse
client demographics

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Increased demand will result from the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic
Recession will create increased competition for funding
The lack of coherent strategic stakeholder engagement plan (e.g. with Portsmouth City Council
Senior Leadership Team) threatens the ability to secure medium and long-term funding
Delay in expanding our digital presence risks CAG clients migrating to competitors
Duplication of services and support compromises efficient use of scarce CAG resources
Other providers may continue to move into CAG core advice areas
Lack of a written contract or agreed performance outputs with Gosport Borough Council
Paid staff and volunteers may not understand or support the business requirements of the
charity
Staff will need ‘normality anchors’ during the coming months and may focus on short-term
goals
The narrow volunteer demographic creates a threat to flexible and reliable service provision
Competing pressures on paid staff and trustees could defeat the need for more extensive business continuity planning and crisis communication strategies
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APPENDIX 13
Citizens Advice Gosport (CAG)
Strategic Business and Development Plan 2020/2023
PESTLE

SWOT

The key ‘draw-downs’ from our analysis of the CAG
operating environment

The key ‘draw-downs’ from our CAG organisational analysis

Demand
High local deprivation and poverty, accentuated by pandemic
impact
Lack of local employment opportunities and modern skills
Deterioration in local people’s physical and mental health
Supply
Regularly needing to renew funding arrangements to secure
resources
Requirement to make more efficient and effective use of
what we have
Change
Keeping pace with statutory, regulatory and procedural
changes
Greater consultation with customers and clients to ensure
accessible, flexible and responsive services
Growing requirement for a flexible workforce and a more
adaptive culture
Anticipated transformation of the local political landscape.

Strengths
Committed local presence, reputation and performance focus
Weaknesses
Communications: Digital presence, website, social media, marketing, campaigning
Opportunities
New partnerships and collaborative approaches
Identifying and helping new groups of vulnerable people
Threats
Current volunteer model is vulnerable to health or similar crises.

Our mission and values
Our mission is to provide free, confidential and independent advice to help people
overcome their problems, including through referral services where appropriate. We will
give our clients and customers a voice on the issues that matter to them.
We will behave in accordance with our values by being:
Inventive

Generous

Straightforward
Non-judgemental
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Friendly

Responsible
Positive
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Chair’s Report
This has been a momentous year with clients, staff, volunteers and funders
facing truly unprecedented and unforeseeable challenges. We have all been
challenged to make some stark and often unpalatable choices. This has ranged
from individual decisions about when and how to continue delivering
operational outputs to strategic decisions about how we remain relevant and
accessible to those whose needs have changed throughout the year.
Our Chief Officer has provided exemplary leadership and support to the whole
team as we have navigated our way through the current pandemic. She has worked tirelessly to ensure that
remote workers are engaged and supported whilst at the same time providing a COVID secure environment
that allowed CAG to be one of the first charity offices to re-open after the lockdown and provide virtual face to
face appointments to our most vulnerable clients. Her leadership and the dedication of our staff and volunteers
has ensured that our physical and virtual doors have remained open throughout 2020.
We would not be able to deliver our services without the generous and continued funding from GBC for our
core services and for the additional funding we have secured for targeted services such as the Pathways
Development Programme funded through HIWCF under the European Social Fund and the Money and
Pensions Service (MaPS) funded through the National Association of Citizens Advice Bureaux.
Looking to the future, I am pleased to be able to report that we have retained our external audit “Excelling”
rating and that we have we have been awarded an Advice Quality Standard certificate for a further three years
to December 2023. We have strengthened our team through a mixture of external recruitment and promoting
talent from within. The new appointees are already making a difference to how we deliver our services through
a renewed impetus to our work and the generation of fresh ideas. I am particularly pleased to launch our new
three-year Business and Development Plan with its clear focus on ensuring, not only that our services are
delivered efficiently and sympathetically, but that they are the right services our community needs and values.
The COVID-19 crisis has forced a revolutionary change in terms of the services we offer and how we deliver
them when some of us would, perhaps, have been more comfortable with evolution. The Board of Trustees are
determined to ensure that we leverage the efforts already put in to ensure that services continue to be
delivered to clients and to maximise the opportunities to deliver more digitally led services. We have appointed
a Digital Lead and during the coming year we will implement a significant IT refresh to ensure that we have
resilience designed into our systems rather than bolted on, and that our services can be effectively and
efficiently delivered remotely by our staff and volunteers.
It is often said that our people are our greatest asset. We certainly wouldn’t have been able to provide
continuous services throughout the past year without the extraordinary efforts and determination of the whole
team. As we all look towards whatever the new normal will be, we, the trustees, need to ensure that they have
the tools and processes they need to continue delivering our services whilst maintaining a positive work-life
balance.

Take Care and stay safe,
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When producing our Annual Report last year, in the Looking Forward commentary I said “Next year will be an
exciting one for Citizens Advice Gosport…”. At that time, I could not possibly have imagined the challenges that
the people of Gosport, or the World, would have to face in 2020.
In my role of Chief Officer, I have always been immensely proud of the dedication and commitment of the team
that is Citizens Advice Gosport and the service they provide to the community. To say they have surpassed
themselves in the face of a global pandemic is to understate their achievements. When we were forced to
suspend our drop-in and face to face services, the team quickly moved to a new remote way of working. The
service was transformed quite literally overnight. Despite the massive upheaval and sudden changes thrust
upon them, the team helped every single client that came to us for support. Nobody was turned away. The
team came together in a collective response with one single aim which was, and is, to continue to provide the
best service possible to the residents of Gosport.
Changes were made to our office layout to make them COVID secure. All possible protective measures were
put in place, we invested in some new IT software and introduced a virtual face to face appointment system to
ensure that everybody who came to us for help was able to access our services in a manner which best suited
their individual needs.
During the 2019-2020 financial year, the team achieved some outstanding results, dealing with 14,390 issues, or
problems. This an increase of 30.46% on the previous year. They undertook 11,087 activities, that is pieces of
work on behalf of residents. An increase of 39.55 % on the previous year.
The recorded financial outcomes show the impact of this work on the local community. In the 2019-2020
financial year, the outcomes across all Citizens Advice Gosport projects amounted to £2,596,514 compared to
£1.6M in 2018-2019 and £1.2M in 2017-1028. As always, this figure is likely to be under reported as clients do
not always come back to us to let us know their issues have been resolved.
These outcomes show the financial gain to the community but what they do not show is the improvement to
clients’ health and wellbeing by having funds with which to buy the essential items of life such as food and
clothing, or even being able to turn their heating on.
We are conscious that some difficult financial times lie ahead and are taking all possible steps to deliver a
service that provides value for money and meets the needs of the local community. We are grateful for the
support of Gosport Borough Council for the core grant which enables us to provide the services we do. We are
also grateful for the funding through the Gosport Food Partnership to enable our much-needed Benefits
Advocacy Service to continue for another 12 months until the end of August 2021 and for the grant to enable us
to provide the homeless prevention service, Money Advice Matters.
In addition, I am pleased to report we have been successful in securing funding through the European Social
Fund, Solent Supporting Employment, through the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Community Foundation to run
our new Pathways Development Programme. This new 18-month programme is designed to support Gosport
residents who need either to acquire new skills, or refresh old ones, helping them on the path back to
employment. This project will be rolled out from January 2021 from the Gosport Discovery Centre.
We have also secured funding from the Money and Pension Service, to enable us to provide specialised debt
advice over and above our normal debt related services. This short-term funding will allow us to provide this
additional service until the end of March 2021 with the possibility of an extension to November 2021.
So, what next for Citizens Advice Gosport? We will continue to evolve to meet the needs of the community and
our funders, providing a cost effective and efficient service. There will undoubtedly be challenges along the way
however I am confident that with the commitment and dedication of the paid and volunteer team that make
Citizens Advice Gosport what it is, any challenges will be met head on with resilience and determination to
succeed.
Valerie Kelly
Chief Officer
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Citizens Advice helps
People find a way forward
We provide free, confidential and independent advice to help people overcome their problems. We are a voice for
our clients and consumers on the issues that matter to them.
We value diversity, champion equality, and challenge discrimination and harassment.
We’re here for everyone.

If you would like to support Citizens Advice Gosport, please visit our webpage and click on the various donate
buttons
https://www.gosportcab.org.uk
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